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1.0 Introduction

This report covers work done between October 1985 and April 1987. + This is an interim
report, but contains enough narrative and technical detail to provide a clear assessment of the
overall feasibility and some important examples of applications of computer software to
pre-college calculus instruction.

Our main goal is to build tools and a computational environment of sufficient power
and depth to be usable in a sample computer-based pre-college calculus curriculum. These
materials will take advantage of both modern workstation technology and sophisticated symbolic
computation programs to create an instructional environment especially suited to the
mathematical concepts and problem-solving techniques used in elementary calculus.

In our proposal of April 1985 we divided this goal into three major areas, and we review
these areas here because they are the main themes in this report.

l. The first area focuses on the use of the REDUCE symbolic computation program as
an "algebra engine" in a system of mathematical inference suitable for elementary calculus. This
deals with the question of how students do calculus on a "computer without their having to write
computer programs. In Section 4 of this report we discuss the system of equational derivations
(EQD) we have implemented. EQD is our primary environment for interactive problem-solving
in calculus.

2. The second focuses on the use of high-resolution interactive computer graphics for
both mathematical exposition and problem solving. This takes advantage of the computer's
power to explore the properties of functions in ways not possible with textbooks or classroom
teaching. In Section 5 we explain our uses of graphics, including the authoring of
machine-independent graphics-oriented instructional sequences. And with a set of examples, we
show how we can use graphics to clarify difficult concepts and enliven explanations.

3. The third focuses on the development of a new interactive theorem-proving
technology, suitable for instructional use. This enables students to actually produce rigorous
proofs of fundamental theorems of calculus, and balances the instructional environment, since
both computational techniques for calculus problem-solving and the theoretical foundations of
calculus can be learned on-line. The work to date is reviewed in Section 6.

+ Research supported by the National Science Foundation, grant number
MDR-8550596.

lrns work is also supported by equipment grants to Stanford University by the IBM
Corporation Advanced Education Project (AEP). In this connection the assistance of IBM
personnel Robert Foley, Hal Gerrish, and Steven Kornberg is acknowledged. The development
of VM/PSL was also supported by an IBM Corporation joint study with IMSSS at Stanford.

Ralph Gorin, Stanford LOTS manager; William Yundt, Stanford SUNNET manager;
Kathy Derby, SUWATSON (IBM 4381) manager; Steven Tepper, systems programmer; and
student programmers Steven Stern and William Tseng have made important contributions to this
work.
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1.1 Relevance of Project to Secondary Math and Science

Although the major effort of the project at this point has been software and tool
development, it should be kept in mind that the reason for tackling the technical problems is to
make computer-based calculus instruction possible at the high school level.

Of the somewhat more than 23,000 high schools in the United States, it is probably
accurate to say that 75% of them are not able to enroll enough students in advanced-placement
calculus to satisfy school-district requirements for minimum class size. This means that there are
large numbers of students that cannot take advanced-placement calculus, because only four or five
students, usually less than ten, desire to take it in the student's high school. We are especially
focused on providing computer-based tools that could provide the main content of the calculus
course. The exact extent to which the computer-based instruction will substitute for regular class
instruction will, of course, vary from one school to another. It is our objective to design a sample
course, and especially the tools required to implement such a course, in such a way that
computer-based calculus could be taught with supervision by a teacher who is mainly playing the
role of instructional manager.

On the other hand, the symbolic tools that we are developing could be used by another
instructor in an entirely different way as a rich supplementary feature of a course which is being
taught in the regular fashion with more than the minimum number of students.

We think it is absolutely important that the project have a pluralistic view on the way in
which the tools and sample lessons being developed may be used by schools. We also think it is
important to recognize that there are many technical problems yet to be solved in order to offer a
fully satisfactory computer-based calculus course. It is our belief that the approach being taken in
this course will provide a practical solution, even though we fully realize that this is one of the
first attempts to provide such a computer-based course in calculus, and consequently many
improvements should be anticipated in the years ahead.

We also want to point out that this project takes a classical approach to the calculus
rather than adopting discrete or numerical methods. Our view is that by using powerful symbolic
computation tools, we can do computer-based instruction in calculus within the classical
theoretical framework of real analysis. The debate over the place of calculus in the curriculum,
however, is lively. A recent forum in the College Mathematics Journal (Ralston 1985) lays out the
issues clearly. The capabilities of symbolic algebra systems, with emphasis on the MACSYMA
system, are clearly described with numerous examples in a tutorial article by Pavelle and Wang
(1985). Symbolic computation using REDUCE is discussed in a similar tutorial by Fitch (1985).
A comprehensive survey of the state of symbolic and algebraic computation including an
extensive bibliography is given in Caviness (1986). Finally, a compendium of ideas about other
uses for symbolic computation in mathematics education can be found in a double issue of the
SIGSAM Bulletin, (Buchberger, 1984).

1.2 Specific Accomplishments

At this point we have the framework for a system with the properties described above.
In particular, we have four critical components working:

1. Framework of Equational Derivations (EQD). EQD is the basic interactive
computational environment which will be used to solve problems and practice new mathematical
techniques, such as taking derivatives, rmding critical points, and computing integrals.

During the first four months of the project we produced a prototype, DFDEMO,
consisting of about 10,000 lines of new Lisp code which we combined with the REDUCE
symbolic algebra system. DFDEMO illustrated many of the ideas we are designing into the
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current system. DFDEMO also brought out many difficulties and subtleties involved in
interactive mathematics when checking the correctness of students' work is required. We also
ported DFDEMO from our IBM mainframe development environment to a Hewlett-Packard
Integral PC, a Motorola 68000-based portable computer using the UNIX operating system.
DFDEMO established the feasibility of both our pedagogical and software engineering approaches
to building a portable, interactive instructional system for calculus.

2. Framework of Interactive Graphics. Doing mathematics on a computer, without
requiring programming, demands a new set of interface capabilities for mathematical graphics and
the display and manipulation of mathematical formulas. This set of tools is in place, and is
described in Section 5.

Altogether, the current version of EQD and the associated graphics and support code
total over 30,000 lines of Lisp, Fortran, C, and IBM Assembler code.

3. Framework of Curriculum Authoring. Because of the complexity of the subject matter,
off-the-shelf authoring systems are not useful, mainly because they do not embody tools relevant
to the content or organization of the subject matter of calculus. We have the framework for an
extensible authoring system in place, and have produced a number of lessons of usable curriculum
with it. At this point over 25,000 lines of lesson code have been written. More details of the
work on sample curriculum are given in Section 3.

4. Framework of Interactive Theorem Proving. This is required for a complete treatment
of the calculus, in the sense that the computer environment will allow students to interactively
prove the theorems of real analysis which form the foundations of the calculus. We have
completed a prototype theorem-proving system which handles many of the elementary algebraic
inferences which are routinely used in proofs of theorems in real analysis. This work is discussed
in Section 6.

1.3 References

Buchberger, B., (Ed.) (1984). Report on the working group 3.1.4 on symbolic mathematical
systems and their effects on the curriculum, SIGSAM Bulletin /8(4), 1-62.

Caviness, B. (1986). Computer algebra: then and now, Journal of Symbolic Computation 2(3),
217-236.

Fitch, J. (1985). Solving algebraic problems with REDUCE, Journal of Symbolic Computation
/(2),211-228.

Pavelle, R., & Wang, P. (1985). MACSYMA from F to G, Journal of Symbolic Computation
/(1),69-100.

Ralston, A. (1984). Will discrete mathematics surpass calculus in importance? College
Mathematics Journal/5, 371-382.
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2.0 The Calculus System from a Student Viewpoint

What does the calculus instructional system do? What does it look like? How does it
work? In this section we will survey the system from the point of view of a user. Subsequently
we will discuss the underlying mathematical and implementation details.

Common sense says that in order to learn something new it has to be encountered,
explained, and if a special skill is involved, practiced. That is the way textbooks teach calculus:
They give an exposition, often include a theoretical development or justification, illustrate the
computational techniques required, and provide practice exercises. We believe exposition,
illustration, justification, and practice are needed over and over in order to complete the calculus
curriculum. So we have built software to handle each of these instructional components. We
shall now give some examples of how this is done, drawing on a different curriculum topic for
each of the examples.

2.1 Exposition and Illustration

The following screen images show how we use text, graphics and student interaction to
explain the ftrst derivative test for local extrema. In this sequence we have omitted many of the
screens, but the ones we include show how the exposition proceeds interactively and especially
how graphics can be used effectively to show the sign changes in the derivative around a critical
point.

First, we present a graph and ask the student to locate the critical points by marking
each with the graphics cursor and stating the value (0) at the critical point. If the student locates
a point which is not a critical one, then we can compute the value of the derivative at that point
and include that information in a message to the student, thereby building relevant, dynamically
generated mathematical content into the dialog.
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In Screen I below, the student has reached the point where one point will be examined
in detail. We zoom in on it and observe the sign of the derivative in the neighborhood on either
side of the point, as shown in Screen I. This screen begins the examination of the behavior of the
function in the neighborhood of the point labeled A.

1Lti. 1 ! nTrOOuCT Ion TO turve :Ske Tcn 109

Look again at the points

A, B, C on the given graph.

We have already seen that the

derivative at these points is

So, what can we say about f' for points close to, but less than, A?
1 lisp>

Screen 1
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In Screen 2 the examination of the behavior of f(x) in the neighborhood of point C is
ftnished. The student has interactively constructed and evaluated the sign of several tangent lines
at points indicated by the pluses, 0 and minuses on the "scale" below the magnified neighborhood
of point C. It is clear by watching the slope of the tangent change that there is a sign change of
the derivative at point C.

120.1 Introduction to Curve Sketching

So, we see that when the

derivative changes sign there

is an extremum,

'-' --> 't' ==) a minimum

'+' ._) '.' ==> a maximum.

f'(x) ++++++@------
x i

C
Press ENTER to go on.
1 lisp)

Screen 2
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The next phase is to move toward an algebraic formulation of the conditions observed.
Screen 3 is a snapshot of a dialog in which students formulate the behavior of the function in
terms of its values on intervals. The point of the dialog is to express one of the antecedent
conditions of the first derivative test for local extrema theorem in an exact and formal way. The
student is being coached to formulate the theorem. We are not simply asking students to read the
theorem and apply a technique.

120.2 Introduction to Curve Sketching

Suppose that f'(x) < 0

in the interval (a/c)

and f'ex) > e in (c/b>.

Now, if we take z in (a,c),

then f(x) is decreasing in fz/c"

Thus,

A) fCc) < fez)
f'ex) --------- ----- ++++++++++++++++

B) fCc) = t(z)

C) t(c> > fez)

a z c c b

Type the letter of the correct answer.
1 lisp> A

Screen 3
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Screen 4 has the conclusion of the dialog, as it pertains to points like B (a local
minimum) on the original function shown in Screen 1. The condition for a local minimum is now
ftnished, and is put into the the formal statement of the theorem in Screen S.

120.2 Introduction to Curve Sketching

Suppose that f'<X) <e

in the interval (a,c)

and f'ex) >e in (c,b).

we have just shown that

f<c} < f<z) for any z neq c in

the interval (a,b), Therefore

f<c) < f(z) f(c) < fez)

c is a local minimum. f'(x) ---------------++++++++++++++++

Press ENTER to go on.
1 lisp>

Screen 4

a c b

.1.20.3 Introduot.ion 1:.0 Curve Ske1:.ohing

THEOREM I (The First. Derivat.ive Test. Tor Extrema)

SuPpose the Tunct.ion T is cont.inuous in the open interval
(a,b) and is diTTerent.iab1e there except. possibl~ at. c.

i) IT T' ()d < 0 in (a,c) and T' (x) ) 0 in (c,b),
then f'(c) is the maxirrum value of' T on (a,b).

1i) If' f"(x) ) 0 in (a,c) and T'(x) < 0 in (c,b),
then f'(c) is the minimum value of' T on (a,b).

iii) If' T'(x) < 0 Tor all x in (a.b).
or if' f"(x) > 0 f'or all x in (a,b)
(except. possib1~ at. x ~ c in either oase) ,
then T(c) is neither a minimum nor a maximum Tor f'.

Press ENTER to go on.

Screen 5
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This example of interactive expostion using graphics is typical of how new concepts and
fundamental theorems are introduced and motivated when they have a clear geometric
interpretation. Altogether, the exposition of the ftrst derivative test has about 40 screens, each
with about 5 graphics objects. The dialog contains about 30 questions, many of which ask the
student to mark a point on a graph or draw a conclusion about the value of a function or its
derivative. The pace is deliberately rapid so that students could easily work through this
exposition in one class period. Next, for the student, would be exercises and applications of the
ftrst derivative test for local extrema. Interactive exposition and illustration have the same goals
as textbook expositions, but take on a different character because of the interaction. It can make
the mathematical objects involved come alive. It makes students participants in the exposition.
They control reviews, repetitions, and pace. In this example it makes sense for the students to
examine the sign of the derivative anywhere they choose by having the graphics package digitize a
point they select, then having REDUCE differentiate the function, evaluate the derivative at the
chosen point, and directing the graphics package to draw the tangent line.

Our example shows how interactive graphics can transpose static textbook illustrations
into a dynamic framework. The point of an illustration is not easily missed; the complexity and
number of illustrations can be increased over textbook standards. Therefore the overall
instructional value of illustrations is raised.

2.2 Justification

After exposition comes theoretical justiftcation. We intend to take two approaches to
justiftcation: informal but highly interactive partial justiftcations and rigorous interactive proofs of
justifying theorems. We have explored uses of the ftrst and the feasibility of the second. In the
following example we show a fairly complex dialog which takes students through a thorough
discussion of the conditions for the applicability of the implicit function theorem. We remark
here that this topic is prone to summary treatments in many textbooks because of the difficulty of
the justifying theorem compared with the simplicity of the computational techniques the implicit
differentiation theorem authorizes.

Like the ftrst derivative test for extrema, understanding the implicit function theorem
depends on understanding the behavior of a function in a neighborhood of a point at which it is
deftned. The device of zooming on such points is used to show this graphically, and to develop a
geometric interpretation. Then in an ensuing dialog, sketched in a lesson script below, students
are required to perform both mental and on-line calculations as they interactively check the
sufficient conditions for implicit differentiation of a particular equation.

In order to set the stage for the following script, we must explain the resources and
background the students have at this point in the course, and we want to comment on the
formulation of the implicit function theorem, which, of course, is the formal statement of the
conditions we will ask students to check.

The student already is familiar with the computation techniques for implicit
differentiation and a standard form of the result, G(x,y) + H(x,y)dyfdx = O. Also, at this stage
the student has seen, by the use of zooming graphics, that there are neighborhoods on a circle
where y is not a function of x. The interactions scripted below are then a detailed computational
representation of the assertion made by the implicit function theorem, which was explained
geometrically earlier.

We use the following formulation of the implicit function theorem, which does not make
explicit reference to partial derivatives because the students have not learned partial differentiation
yet. Nevertheless the point of the theorem can be made clear.
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Implicit function theorem.

If J. F(x,y) is continuous in a neighborhood of (xO,yO),
2. F(xO,yO) = 0,
3. The derivative ofF(x,y) with respect to x, G(x,y),

and the derivative ofF(x,y) with respect to y, H(x,y),
are both defined and continuous in a neighborhood of (xO,yO),

4. H(xO,yO) is not zero,

Then J. y is a function ofx in a neighborhood of (xO,yO),
2. F(x,y(x)) = 0 andy'(xO) = -G(xO,yO)jH(xO,yO).

Note that the partial derivatives of F(x,y), namely G(x,y) and H(x,y), do not have to be
defmed as partials or obtained explicitly by partial differentiation. They are obtained by the
process of implicit differentiation itself. We use this formulation because here our emphasis is on
the satisfaction of the sufficient conditions of the theorem, not on its proof.

Accordingly, we explain that if conditions 1 through 4 are satisfied, then implicit
differentiation may be applied without problems. We want to make students aware, however, that
even in simple cases, like an equation for a circle, there are points at which not all the conditions
can be satisfied, and therefore the implicit function theorem does not permit differentiation at
such points.

Interactive Exposition of Implicit Function Theorem

The following lesson script shows how students interactively explore the sufficient
conditions for y to be an implicit differentiable function of x even though y is not explicitly a
function of x. Remarks in italics are the "stage directions." Text that appears on the screen is in
larger type but is not formatted for screen display, nor have details about screen layout been
included in the stage directions. This is a lesson design, and is currently being programmed.

How to Check Implicit Differentiability of an Equation in 2 Variables

1. Write the equation in the form F(x,Y) = O.
Take its derivative wrt x by Implicit Differentiation.
Rearrange the derivative to the form G(x,Y) + H(x,y)dy/dx - O.

2. Find any problematic points (xO,yO) on the original curve:
Where F(xO,YO) is discontinuous.
Where G(xO,YO) is undefined or discontinuous.
Where H(xO,YO) is undefined or discontinuous.
Where H(xO,YO) = O.

3. Exclude the problematic points from the domain of F(x,y) - O.
This gives the domain where differentiation of F(x,y) = 0
with respect to x is possible.

Note that the conditions are expressed in a vocabulary of doing rather than
abstract assertions. We gave the assertive form above when introducing this
material. This box will be displayable at any time during the dialog.
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Let's see where F(x,y) = xy - 1 satisfies these conditions.

Begin by taking the derivative of F(x,y) = xy - 1
with respect to x, by implicit differentiation.

Then rearrange it to the form: G(x,y) + H(x,y)dy/dx = O.

Set up EQD and let student calculate it. Offer opportunity to do it mentally by
opening a special answer box where the final answer could be typed directly
without using EQD to calculate it.

OK. Now we check for problematic points.

Are there any points at which F(x,y) = xy - 1 is discontinuous?

Yes-no question. IJ discontinuous, students must say where. The point(s) will be
put into a list ojproblematic points. Students may have to use EQD machinery
to check the points.

Use the formula cursor to mark the term corresponding to G(x,y)

Capture student's answer. Keep it on screen. Display the statement oj the
conditions. Student points to the term y in the result y + x(dy/dx) = 0 using
subexpression locator (described in Section 5).

So G(x,y) = y.
Are there any points on the curve F(x,y) = xy - 1
at which G(x,y) is undefined or discontinuous?

Yes-no question. IJ undefined or discontinuous, students must say where. The
point(s) will be put into a list ojproblematic points. Students may have to use
EQD machinery to check the points.

Use the formula curser to mark the term corresponding to H(x,y).

Capture student's answer. Keep it on screen. Display the statement oj the
conditions. Student points to the term x in the result y + x(dy/dx) = 0 using
subexpression locator (described in section 5).

So H(x,y) = x.
Are there any points on the curve F(x,y) = xy - 1
at which H(x,y) is undefined or discontinuous?

Student interaction is as describedJor G(x,y) above.

Now we need to check specially any points where H(x,y) = O.

Find where H(x,y) = O. Then check if those points are on the curve.
If any are, we must add them to the list of problematic points.

Students use EQD to see whether points on the problematic list satisfy the
equation oj the curve. IJ any problematic points are actually on the curve we
must exclude them Jrom the domain oj the derivative, since there, y is not an
implicit Junction ojx
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Once problematic points are identified they can be marked on the graph of the
equation and discussed geometrically if desired.

This script illustrates a parameterizable instructional procedure in which simple
examples, like xy = I or elegant ones like the folium of Descartes can be gone through step by
step without a lecture, without a text, but with continuous participation by the students. Thus
although we did not give a formal proof of the implicit function theorem, the presentation makes
clear how understanding the theorem depends on understanding the idea of a local property of an
equation, shows how to check sufficient conditions for implicit differentiation, and motivates the
restrictions on implicit differentiation.

Example of Student Computations

The script above is written using a simple example where the student calculations are
trivial. For the folium of Descartes, a classic example in textbook discussions of implicit
functions, the student computations are more extensive. To bring this out we will step through
the script again, this time focusing on the student calculations rather than the interactive dialog.
The reader can refer to the script for the intended dialog.

First, students need to compute the derivative of the equation of the folium. A
simulation of their step-by-step on-line computation is as follows. (As we explain in section 2.3,
actual on-line computations are done with a command language. Many examples of actual EQD
computations are given elsewhere in this report. This particular example, however, is not fully
operational yet; thus we simulate it here.)

x++3 + y++3 - 3xy = 0

3x++2 + 3y++2(dyjdx) - d(3xy)jdx = 0

3x++2 + 3y++2(dyjdx) - 3y - 3x(dyjdx) = 0

3x++2 - 3y + 3y++2(dyjdx) - 3x(dyjdx) = 0

3(x++2 - y) + 3(y++2 - x)(dyjdx) = 0

given

differentiate

chain rule

rearrange terms

collect terms
now in standard form

Second, they would examine x++3 + y++3 - 3xy = 0 for discontinuities. There are
none here.

Third, they would determine whether 3(x++2 - y) is ever discontinuous or undefined. It
is neither.

Fourth, they would determine whether 3(y++2 - x) is ever discontinuous or undefined. It
is neither.

Fifth, students must determine the points at which 3(y++2 - x) would be zero on the
folium. Although the algebra is straightforward, the point of doing this is complex. We can set
up a goal tree that controls progress and comments on the significance of reaching each main
goal. The main goals are: (a) solving 3(y++2 - x) = O. (b) fmding the zeroes of x++3 + y++3 
3xy = 0 when x = y++2. (c) fmding the coordinates of problematic points. The simulated
calculation is as follows:

Goal: Solve 3(y++2 - x) = 0 for x

3(y++2 - x) = 0 glven

(y++2 - x) = 0 divide both sides by 3
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OK. New Goal: Factor equation when x = y**2

x**3 + y**3 - 3xy = 0

(y**2)**3 + y**3 - 3(y**2)y = 0

y**6 + y**3 - 3y**3 = 0

y**6 - 2y**3 = 0

y**3(y**3 - 2) = 0

OK. New Goal: Find zeroes of y**3(y**3 - 2) = 0

Subgoal: compute zero for y**3 factor

y**3 = 0

y = 0

Subgoal: compute zero for y**3 - 2 factor

y**3 - 2 = 0

y**3 = 2

y = 2**(1/3)

OK. Now we know the y values for problematic points.
New Goal: In y**2 - x = O. find x when y = 0

0**2 - x = 0

-x = 0

x=O

New Goal: In y**2 - x = 0, fmd x when y = 2**(1/3)

(2**(1/3))**2 - x = 0

2**(2/3) - x = 0

2**(2/3) = x

OK. (0,0) and (2**(2/3), 2**(1/3)) are problematic points.

subtract x from both sides

given

substituting for x

simplify exponents twice

collect terms

factor

begin side computation

cube root both sides

begin side computation

add 2 both sides

cube root both sides

substituting for y

simplifying

mult both sides by -1

substituting for y

simplify exponent

add x both sides

Comment on the simulated interaction. In this simulation we are representing only the
logical content of the reasoning, not the student commands and interactions which produce it.
But the simulation reflects approximately the level of detail that is required to perform and audit a
relatively straightforward on-line algebraic computation. Clearly a writeup or summary of the
above computation would take only a few lines. But such a summary suppresses the structure of
inference, commentary, and detail that make it into a relevant and correct computation of those
"problematic points" on the folium where y is not an implicit function of x. The logical
connections between the equations in this computation are subtle and complex. Although
reasoning of this type is sometimes studied in terms of its reduction to first-order predicate logic,
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set theory, or lambda calculus, our goal is to preserve the natural mathematical style as much as
possible. Later in this report we discuss the progress we have made on capturing components of
this logical structure. The point of this simulation is to bring out both the actual level of detail
required to do logically connected computations on-line, and the general point that interactive
expositions of theorems can quite naturally include episodes of interactive student computation.

This approach to an interactive justification of implicit differentiation will be connected
with the introduction of the EQD command for implicit differentiation, which will take account
of the sufficient conditions for applicability of the technique. Students will need to use this rule
to take derivatives when implicit differentiation is required. In actual practice, students will not
have to check all four conditions when they use implicit differentiation, but the EQD system will
audit such conditions, and explicit checking of them could be done.

2.3 Computation

To complete the learning cycle on a topic we give a set of exercises. Typically these
exercises divide into practice with the computational techniques required and word problems
where the techniques are applied to a situation.

We have a framework for practicing the methods of computation. We call it the system
of Equational Derivations (EQD). It supports algebraic inferences and operations on functions of
one variable such as taking the limit, forming a difference quotient, evaluation at a point,
substitution, and taking the derivative.

In the EQD environment students can construct sequences of equations which have the
property that each equation is either introduced by deftnition, or is an assignment of a value to a
term, or is derived from previous equations by use of the EQD rules. We will give an example
showing the step-by-step computation of the ftrst derivative of a complicated function of x.

The following transcript of the computation illustrates a straightforward approach where
the student always selects the leftmost derivative term to reduce, then does algebraic simplification
at the end. The problem is complex enough so that alternative solution strategies could be
applied. Because EQD is open-ended, many different strategies could be used. Because EQD
checks the steps as they occur, every solution accepted by the program is a correct solution.

Remark on EQD transcripts. Since this is the ftrst of many transcripts of interactions
with EQD we will explain the conventions of the transcript and the format we are using in this
report.

1. The output representation in these transcripts is "Standard ASCII." It is a
system-independent method of representing mathematical formulas which works on virtually
every display or printing device, and is easily saved in meso In appearance, these transcripts are
quite close to the output produced by MACSYMA. It is a very practical output system for
prototyping and software development. Nevertheless it would be clumsy and unattractive for
students. So we are working on a formula display system which will use proportionally spaced
fonts and special mathematical symbols. Design details of this system and examples of its output
are discussed in Section 5.

2. The transcripts record interactive sessions. Input is always underscored. Commands are
kept short to minimize typing. Most commands operate on subexpressions. In "Standard ASCII"
transcripts, which do not show mouse or cursor actions, subexpressions are located by an at sign
(@) followed by one or more integers referring to locations of subexpressions. Normally students
will use the formula cursor described in section 5. Explanatory annotations are always preftxed
by a semicolon.

3. EQD is an open-ended system, so many different solutions to a problem are possible.
Because of the step-by-step correctness checking, every solution is a correct solution.
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4. Finally, in the transcripts, there is no automatic simplification of any term. The reader
will surely notice, for example, that sometimes there is a zero or a 1 as an explicit factor. Since
EQD is under active development, we have disabled all of the automatic simplification operations.
Automatic simplification features will be controllable by either the student or the curriculum.

Example of EQD Computation

3 2 x
l. G(x) = x a*x - c/x

2
b

calc> 1 diff x

d d 3 2 x
2. --(G(x)) = --(x - a*x - c/x)

dx dx 2
b

;given a function
;of x with symbolic
;constants a,b, and c.

;take formal derivative wrt x

calc> 2 dlc
Which derivative term?> ~

;apply dlc rule (derivative of
;a linear combination) to
;the second occurrence of a
;derivative term on line 2

3.
d

--(G(x) )
dx

d 3 d 2
= --(x ) - --(a*x )

dx dx

d x
- --(--)

dx 2
b

d
- --(c/x)

dx

calc> 3 dpip 2 ;apply derivative of positive
;integral power. Note the
;occurrence number is in
;the main command.

d 2 d 2 d x d
4. --(G(x)) = 3*x - --(a*x ) - --(--) - --(c/x)

dx dx dx 2 dx
b

calc> 4 dprod 2 ;product rule

d 2 d 2 da 2 d x d
5. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*--(x ) - --*x - --(--) - --(c/x)

dx dx dx dx 2 dx
b

calc> 5 dpip 2

d 2 da 2 d x d
6. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*2*x - --*x - --(--) - --(c/x)

dx dx dx 2 dx
b
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calc> 6 dc 2 ;dc (derivative of a constant)
;No automatic simplification now,
;but program or student will be
;able to activate simplifier

d 2 2 d x d
7. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*2*x - O*x - --(--) --(c/x)

dx dx 2 dx
b

calc> 7 dq 2 ; Quotient rule. Note expansion.

2 dx d 2
b *-- - x*--(b )

d 2 2 dx dx d
8. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*2*x - O*x - ---------------- - --(c/x) ;quotient

dx 2 dx
2

(b )

calc> 8 dpip 2 ;Note dx/dx treated as special
;case by dpip rule.

2 d 2
b *1 - x*--(b )

d 2 2 dx d
9. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*2*x - O*x - --------------- - --(c/x)

dx 2 dx
2

(b )

calc> 9 dc 2 ;EQD knows b is constant

2
d 2 2 b *1 - x*O d

10. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*2*x - O*x - ---------- - --(c/x)
dx 2 dx

2
(b )

calc> 10 dq 2 ; Quotient rule again

dc dx
2 x*-- - c*--

d 2 2 b *1 - x*O dx dx
11. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*2*x - O*x - ---------- - -----------

dx 2 2
2 x

(b )
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calc> 11 dc 2 ;EQD knows c is constant

dx
2 x*O - c*--

d 2 2 b *1 - x*O dx
12. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*2*x - O*x - ---------- - ----------

dx 2 2
2 x

(b )

calc> 12 dpip 2

2
d 2 2 b *1 - x*O x*O - c*1

13. --(G(x)) = 3*x - a*2*x - O*x - ---------- - ---------
dx 2 2

2 x
(b )

calc> 13 cd @ 2 ;Done differentiating.
;Begin to simplify by
;finding common denominator

14.
d

--(G(x)) =
dx

242
3*x *b ~"'x

4 2
- 2*a*x*b *x

4 2
b *x

2 2
- 0 - b *x

4
- (-c*b )

calc> 14 fa @ 2 1
Factor?> b**2

;Factor the numerator

15.
d

--(G(x)) =
dx

223 2 2 4
b *(- 2*a*b *x + b *c + 3*b *x

4 2
b *x

2
- x )

calc> 15 dt @ 2 b**2
2

;divide through by b

16.
d
--(G(x)) =
dx

2 3
- 2*a*b *x

224
+ b *c + 3*b *x

2 2
b *x

- x
2

Even in this straightforward example, the reader will see various ways to proceed which
would change or shorten the derivation. One can also see further simplification steps.
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2.4 Applications

Students will be expected to do applications or word problems. We have not begun
implementing the word-problem environment. We know, however, that the core of solutions to
word problems will be the EQD system, and that we need to embed EQD computations in a
loosely structured environment where students can use individual approaches to a problem and
have the program audit and record their work. For example word problems usually require
assigning values to variables and introducing new equations. Our system will use sophisticated
equation-matching techniques so that we will be able to compare a student's analysis of the
situation with several of our own without constraining them to a certain style or format for setting
up problems.

2.5 Summary of The Pedagogical Model

It can be seen that our intention is not radical with respect to established pedagogical
practice in the field of calculus instruction. In particular, the above examples show quite clearly
that teaching a subject by computer-assisted instruction need not mean reducing it to
multiple-choice questions, or only highlighting special points such as epsilon-delta arguments with
interesting, but isolated simulations or other special purpose software.

There are two pedagogical strategies often used in recent work in computer-assisted
instruction, which we wish to distinguish and then locate relative to our own.

1. We are not using adaptive testing or individualization strategies to control student
progress through the course. Although it is important to individualize instruction where possible,
it requires (a) significant amounts of empirical data to generate the decisions that route students,
(b) large item banks within any subject at various levels of difficulty to be able to tune the
presentation and assignment of material to an individual student, and (c) the ability to analyze
student answers on-the-fly.

lbe idea that students construct complete solutions to complicated exercises dominates
our pedagogical model. But adaptive CAl depends on being able to analyze student answers in
enough detail to make a routing decision. Evidence from several studies (Suppes & Sheehan
1981a, 1981b); (Kane 1981) of student proofs of non-trivial theorems in the existing IMSSS
computer-based courses in logic and axiomatic set theory is that the individual proofs vary
enormously in length, organization, and strategy. These analyses did not fmd useful models for
predicting next steps or synthesizing a proof strategy from existing steps, but they bring out the
complexity of the student responses in an interactive reasoning environment. We want the
calculus instructional system to support this diversity of approaches rather than comparing
students with canned derivations or proofs whenever they run into difficulty. Furthermore, we
believe that the variances among all the student-generated correct answers to calculus exercises
will for some time to come defy on-the-fly analyses. Therefore we cannot now expect to get a
basis for fmely tuned adaptive behaviors by the instructional system.

The difficulties of giving on-the-fly analyses of student work does not prevent an
organization of exercises by difficulty levels or a pacing algorithm based on time-on-task or a hint
system sensitive to the difficulty level of generic characteristics of an exercise. And it does not
impact the positive features of mastery-learning methodologies which can be built into this
system. Nor does it preclude undertaking further research on classifying and analyzing student
derivations.

2. We also want to distinguish the expert-system-based intelligent tutoring approach
which is sometimes used in computer-assisted instruction. This approach depends on comparing
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computer-generated solutions to student-generated solutions and then giving advice based on data
derivable from such a comparison. Because of limitations in the ability of computers to generate a
range of solutions comparable to the ranges actually produced by students, these tutoring systems
cannot always handle coaching when students need help midway through a complicated exercise.
The advice does not pick up from where they leave off, but rather "takes it from the top again;"
coaching students through a fixed solution with the aim of bringing them into compliance with
this solution.

Optimists would argue that research on planning and strategy selection might bring us
farther along in our ability to analyze student work and give advice based on students' partial
solutions. We think that major efforts would be needed before a system adequate for the
complexities of calculus exercises could be built. And there are good theoretical reasons to believe
this. Several intelligent tutoring systems for elementary algebra are described in Sleeman & Brown
(1982), but in each case the complexity of the analysis would be unmanageable if extrapolated to
the subject matter of elementary calculus.

Expert-system-based coaching in mathematical subject matters has been most successful
when the problem domain consists of propositions which are decidable, and there is a practical
decision procedure which translates directly into "natural steps". Propositional logic has this
property and many people have written advice givers based on the simplicity of the relationship
between the algorithmic implementation of a decision procedure for propositional calculus and a
natural, human way of doing a derivation. This remark also applies to the several advice givers
written for arithmetic.

As the problem domain becomes more complicated, the use of a decision procedure (if
any) becomes more complex, and the relationship of an implementation of the decision procedure
to natural human ways of thinking becomes more tenuous. Therefore advice becomes harder to
formulate in a way that is helpful to students, i.e., in a way that is clearly contingent on the
students' own partial solutions.

The REDUCE system is a good case in point. It can do all the algebra required for
first-year calculus in its powerful algebraic routines. But it does this algebra in a way quite
different from the natural mathematical style found in texts and publications, and which is
explicitly taught in calculus courses. REDUCE cannot do complicated algebra exercises in the
way students would be expected to do them. Therefore it cannot generate fme-grained
step-by-step advice on complicated algebra exercises.

A second characteristic of expert-system-based tutoring is that it is based on sets of
"production rules" and an "inference engine" which together are not demonstrably complete in a
mathematical sense. Expert systems can model general problem-solving strategies. For example,
"First isolate the variable you want to solve for." But because expert systems operate with
inference machinery based on search patterns, rule priorities, and a loosely arranged data-base it is
very difficult to implement correct mathematical inference itself as an expert system. Moreover,
even if this implementation were carried out, the much more difficult task of understanding the
nature of students' partial solutions would remain.

In our view, it is essential to separate the questions of correct mathematical inference
from the questions of problem-solving strategy (intelligent tutoring) and the questions of student
evaluation (adaptive testing or individualized curricula).

We have made progress implementing a system that supports valid mathematical
inference. But at this stage of the project the priorities are on improving the inference machinery.
We have concluded that as they exist today, the technology of advice-giving is not adequate for
the problem domain of elementary calculus. Major efforts would be required to bring it to the
point of being practical for computer-based calculus instruction. A good preliminary effort for
integration is Kimball (1973, 1982)
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3.0 Progress on Curriculum

We are using the Educational Testing Service's recommended curriculum for AB
Advanced Placement Calculus as a guide to our curriculum design. We have ftnished 5 sample
lessons; 6 more are in progress; and the remainder are scheduled for production during the
summer of 1987. The sample curriculum will allow us to test our approaches to interactive
mathematical exposition and calculus problem-solving exercises.

Our working curriculum outline for differential calculus, annotated to indicate the
sections for which we have sample lessons, is given below. Some of the topics raise very
interesting and special pedagogical problems, which we will remark on.

Outline of Sample Differential Calculus Curriculum

Lesson Status Topic Hours*

10 Done Straight Lines - Review I
20 Done Tangent lines, Velocity, Rates of Change 3
30 Theorems on Limits 2
40 Done Deftnition of Derivative 2
50 Done Differentiation Rules I, Deftnition of Continuity

and Differentiation of Continuous Functions 2
60 Done Differentiation Rules II. Derivatives of 1

Products, Quotients, and Rational Functions.
70 Algebraic Functions and the Restricted Chain Rule I
80 Drafted Setting up Word Problems 1
90 Properties of Continuous Functions 1
100 Coding Simple Extremum Problems 2
110 Mean Value Theorem and Applications 1
120 Drafted Introduction to Curve Sketching 2
130 Increments, Linear Approximation I
140 Drafted Chain Rule 1
150 Drafted Implicit Differentiation 1
160 Derivatives of sin, cos, and tan 1
170 Derivatives of Inverse Functions 1
180 Drafted Related Rates 2
190 I'Hopital's rule for Quotients 1
200 Drafted Second Derivative and Concavity. Application 2

to Extremum Problems
210 Drafted Curve Sketching Including Inflection Points 2

and Asymptotes

"'These time estimates are minimums, and could easily double or triple depending on the number
and difficulty of exercises assigned. Thus this sample computer-based curriculum could be the
core of half of an AP calculus course.
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3.1 Comparison with Textbook Learning

The initial lessons show how computer-based methods for teaching calculus differ from
textbooks along five important dimensions of instructional adequacy.

Active learning. The leading principle of our curriculum effort is that the student should
be active, responding, pointing, making assertions, and in general directly engaged in the
expository process. And although the expositions are quite interactive, their pace is controlled by
the student, and segments of exposition will be repeatable at will. Mathematical prose is by nature
terse and abstract, so textbooks, while not as abstruse as research publications, reflect the
expository style of the discipline as a whole. Even the best textbook expositions are
complemented by the emphasis and clarification that skilled teachers bring out in lectures and
discussions. We stress the idea of active learning to provide, on an individual rather than a group
basis, the insights that the best teachers convey in the classroom setting.

Detailed explanation. With the resources of graphics and the EQD computation
environment, we believe that we can bring out clearly and precisely the conditions which justify
or explain many techniques of the calculus. Implicit differentiation is a classic example: some
textbooks introduce the technique without detailed analysis of the conditions of its application
and its limitations, and most refer its justification to a later course in analysis. Our approach uses
zooming on a graph of a circle to both emphasize and make clear the way in which the
justification of implicit differentiation depends on local properties of the curve.

Realistic applications. Because we can use the computer to perform complicated
operations, or simplifications of very complicated expressions, we can illustrate techniques in
real-life contexts and assign more interesting problems than the idealized paper-and-pencil
exercises typical of text-lecture-homework teaching methods. Putting realistic and serious
applications within the purview of the first-year student is a theme in most supplementary
software for calculus. We believe that this idea will become even more effective when the
applications are embedded in an overall calculus instructional environment.

Interactive problem-solving. With the EQD system and a word-problem environment,
the character of student work in calculus takes on a different character from the discontinuous
patterns of classroom instruction followed hours or perhaps days later by homework problems,
and even later by feedback on corrected assignments. There is no strong or necessary distinction
between homework problems, participation in the exposition of a new technique, and quizzes.
Feedback is immediate. Because of step-by-step checking of work, errors and misunderstandings
do not compound.

Exploration and invention. Students can invent exercises and applications of the calculus.
For example, while learning differentiation, a student can define functions and try to obtain
derivatives, and through an interactive access to graphics which we intend to provide, can plot
functions and their derivatives. Supplemental materials provide such facilities as well, but the
value of differentiators, plotters, and other computational tools seems enhanced when they are an
integral and essential part of a thoroughly computer-based course rather than optional
supplements.

The previous five positive features of our integrated approach to computer-based
calculus are qualitative in nature and have yet to be tried on students. Once students do use the
sample curriculum, however, it will be possible to collect empirical data on student solutions to
problems, individual differences in student work and time-on-task, and transference of skills to
new concepts and problems. The real test of the system will lie in these measurable effects of
instruction by computer.
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3.2 Comparison with Supplemental Calculus Software

A good review of the calculus software available up to May 1986 is to be found in
Cunningham and Smith (1986), who list in their database more than 40 programs commercially
available that deal with some aspect of the calculus. Although we have not reviewed in detail all
of this large number of programs, it is our clear impression that none of them has concentrated
on the deductive features of the calculus, which have been our main emphasis.

We mention some other literature of a somewhat different sort. Le Cuyer (1986) shows
the usefulness of the programming language APL for teaching calculus. Le Cuyer is
recommending that students learn to write simple programs in APL as part of their work in the
calculus program. He stresses the ease with which student APL programmers can create
user-defmed functions which can then be used repeatedly as part of sub-programs later in
computing more complicated functions. Le Cuyer gives a number of interesting examples of this
approach. We have no doubt that this approach could appeal to a number of people. It has a
rather completely different focus from our own project. Small, Hosack, and Lane (1986) give a
good discussion of the use of computer-algebra systems in undergraduate instruction. They stress
in this context the use by students of such modem symbolic computation programs as REDUCE
and MACSYMA.

In a companion article, Hosack (1986) reviews MACSYMA, REDUCE, muMATH,
SMP, and Maple. He describes each of the systems and has a detailed comparison chart. He also
emphasizes a use rather different from ours. We have in mind the student's giving standard
deductive arguments, for example, in a derivation of an equation, and not simply symbolic
calculation in the form of differentiation or integration. The kind of detailed work we have had to
do to complement REDUCE would be needed with any of the other programs as well.

One thing that does become evident from the literature surveyed, all of it quite recent, is
that there will soon be a rapid spread of symbolic calculation tools and much wider use in the
next ten years than would have been even dreamed of ten years ago. We believe that the course
we are putting together will fit well into this development and at the same time provide an
approach that is close in many features to the traditional teaching of calculus, but uses modem
computer-based techniques to implement the approach.
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4.0 Interactive Mathematical Inference in Calculus

In this section we discuss the progress we have made on implementing an interactive
system for valid algebraic and differential calculus derivations. We have given examples of its use
and explained its importance in the preceding narrative. Here we focus on how standard
mathematical practice imposes requirements on our system of equational derivations and then
discuss technical details of the EQ0 system.

4.1 Motivation of EQD

Symbolic computations such as found in the solutions to algebra and calculus problems
usually form a chain of deductive inference, which conforms to logical laws and the axioms,
definitions, and theorems of real analysis which form the foundation of the calculus.

To layout the inferences in such a way that it is immediately obvious that validity has
been preserved from step to step would require an apparatus that is far too cumbersome to use in
actual practice. As a consequence, in the case of calculus as in the case of other parts of
mathematics, there is an accepted style and format for presenting the symbolic computations. We
shall refer to this as "natural mathematical style." Many aspects of the underlying mathematics
are assumed as given when computations or derivations are presented in this style. For example,
the calculus student is expected to understand without explicit comment the commutative,
associative, and distributive properties of the arithmetic operations on real numbers. In contrast,
the underlying implementation of the symbolic computation must, at the bottom level, handle
these properties explicitly. It is therefore a problem to construct interactive inference machinery
that successfully omits the details at the surface level yet preserves them at the level of
implementing code.

The central problem does not consist only of omitting details that may be regarded as
routine. Much more troublesome problems in the case of symbolic computations of an algebraic
nature used in the context of a calculus course are those that arise from characterizing explicitly
and precisely the domain of definition of the functions being used. For example, if a function of
a real variable is introduced we cannot take the square root of this function if the values of the
function are negative for some arguments in its domain, because in the present context we are
concerned with real-valued functions only. Similar care must be exercised in taking logarithms,
and in dividing by zero. Calculus textbooks vary greatly in the extent to which they make the
appropriate restrictions a matter of explicit attention. It is probably fair to say that in current
textbooks the central tendency is not to cover these restrictions in a detailed way. On the other
hand, it is obvious that in building an interactive apparatus for making symbolic computations it
is essential that restrictions be strictly observed at the level of implementing code. Otherwise
students will be able to use the inference machinery to derive inconsistencies.

Our approach has been to make certain that the code is implemented m a correct
fashion with appropriate observation of domain restrictions, but not to bring all of these
restrictions to the student's attention. In particular, it would frequently be an unsatisfactory
digression in the teaching of many aspects of the calculus to ask the student actually to prove
what was the largest acceptable domain on which a given function could be defmed. The subtle
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point is that one can begin a symbolic computation with the domain being the entire set of real
numbers, but operations can then be performed that require restriction of the domain in order for
validity to be preserved. Prom the standpoint of the derivation in terms of a sequence of
equations, there appears to be no change in the nature of the function. The change in domain is
a side condition that for good pedagogical reasons is not always put at the forefront of the
student's attention. We believe that a practical approach to this problem, the one we are
currently implementing, is to bring problems of domain restriction to the student's attention only
when the student runs into difficulty by attempting to perform an operation such as dividing by
zero, which will lead to an invalid result.

Here are some simple examples, showing how easily and naturally domain restrictions
arise in a subtle way.

Let the function f be the identity function:

(1) f(x) = x (for all x)

(2)
2

= (x )

1/2

(for x >= 0)

Notice in line (2) the identity holds only for nonnegative x. For if x = -I, we have

1/2
2

f(-l) = -1 = ((-1) )

which is a contradiction.

1/2
= (1) = 1 ,

Suppose, now, that instead, we infer from (I):

(2')
x(1 - x)

= --------
1 - x

(for all x 1: 1)

Here we must exclude I from the domain to avoid division by zero. So as we move from (I) to
(2') the original domain must be restricted.

As a third example, consider (2"):

(2' , )

2 1/2
x*(1-x )

= ------------
2 1/2

(1-x )

(for x in (-1,1))

In this case, as is apparent the domain must be restricted to the open interval (-I, I).

These simple examples show how necessary it is to consider explicitly dynamic
restrictions on the domain of defmition of an initially given function as symbolic computations
are made. We will now show how the REDUCE algebra system and the new Hewlett-Packard
28-C hand-held symbolic calculator handle these examples.
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Example I.

First we consider how REDUCE and the HP hand-held calculator handle the algebraic
transfonnation of x to the square root of x squared. In the context of calculus it is, as we have
seen, necessary to restrict the domain.

The following transcript shows that the HP28-C hand-held symbolic calculator allows
the contradiction because domain checking is not done.

HP28-C:

contents of stack

'x = sqrt(sq(x»'

command

equation pushed on stack.

'x =
-1, ,
x

sqrt(sq(x»'

sto x assigned the value -1.

'x = sqrt(sq(x»'
'-1=1'

eval evaluate equation to produce
an explicit contradiction

If the HP 28-C were used for calculus applications, the subtle domain restrictions would
have to be managed by the user. They are not handled by the computer itself. In the following
REDUCE transcript we illustrate how the REDUCE programming interface allows domain
restrictions to be observed, provided they are programmed into the system.

REDUCE 3.2, 15-Apr-85 ...

* First we define operator f without any restrictions. Because we
* declare f to be an operator, REDUCE will simplify and evaluate it.
* But REDUCE will evaluate (x**2)**(lj2) incorrectly, as is shown
* in step 3.

1: for all x let f(x) = ((x**2)**(lj2»;
Declare F operator ? (Y or N) Y

2: f(1);
1

3: f(-l);
( -1)

* define f
* declare it

* evaluate at 1

* evaluate at -1.
* The result is incorrect.
* The correct result is 1.

* Notice that REDUCE will simplify f for any value, using the
* unrestricted identity, x = sqrt x**2 for all x.
* However we can define the function f(x) in such a way that the
* intended domain restrictions are observed. First we clear the
* old definition for f.

4: for all x clear f(x);
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* Now we introduce an operator definition with restrictions that
* x be a non-negative number.

5: for all x such that numberp x and
geq(x,O) let f(x) = ((x**2)**(1/2));

6: f(O);

°
7: f(-I);
F((-I))

8: f(l);
1

* f redefined with
* restrictions

* Domain satisfied so
* REDUCE evaluates

* Domain not satisfied
* REDUCE does not evaluate

* Domain satisfied

* REDUCE will simplify those cases where the restrictions are
* satisfied. When the restrictions are not satisfied, REDUCE will
* not simplify or evaluate. Thus by explicit programming we can make
* REDUCE observe a domain restriction that is necessary for consistent
* inference in calculus derivations.
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Example 2.

In example 2 we multiplied numerator and denominator of the term x by (I - x) which
required that I be excluded from the domain in order to prevent division by zero. Here we see
that the HP calculator produces an undefmed result, which is too strong, and that REDUCE can
be programmed to take account of the necessary restriction.

HP28-C:

stack

'x = x*(l-x)/(l-x)'
1
'x' sto

command

equation on stack

x assigned value of 1.

'x = x*(l-x)/(l-x)'

Undefined Result

REDUCE 3.2, 15-Apr-85 ...

eval evaluate equation.

1: for all x such that x neq 1 let f(x) = (x*(l-x))/(l-x);
Declare F operator ? (Y or N) y

2: f(l) ;
F(l)

3: f(2);
2

4: f(O);
0

5: let a = 1·,

6: f(a) ;
F(l)

7: let b = 2;

8: feb);
2

* Domain not satisfied, so
* no evaluation or simplification

* 2 is in domain, so evaluation
* is performed

* Similarly, 0 is in the domain

* If a is a symbolic constant
* with value of 1, then the fact
* that a is not in the domain is
* noticed and no evaluation occurs.

* But b is a symbolic constant in
* in the domain, so f can be
* evaluated at b.

* Note that REDUCE will not do any substitutions when the "for all x
* such that .... " conditions are not satisfied. Since the symbols a
* and b are simplified before f(a) or feb), REDUCE correctly observes
* the programmed-in restrictions on the domain.
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Example 3.

In example 3 the numerator and denominator were multipled by the term

2
sqrt((l-x) )

which necessitated restricting the domain to the open interval (-1,1). The HP hand-held
calculator produces an undefmed result, again illustrating that it does not handle domain
restrictions. And by programming restrictions into REDUCE we can observe the necessary
restrictions. HP28-C:

stack

'x = x*sqrt(sq(l-x))/
sqrt(sq(l-x)),

1
'x'

'x = x*sqrt(sq(l-x))/
sqrt( sq(l-x))'

Undefined Result

REDUCE 3.2, 15-Apr-85 ...

sto

eval

command

assign x the value 1.

evaluate equation.

16: for all x such that -1 < x and x < 1
let hex) = (x*(I-x**2)**(1/2))/((1-x**2)**(1/2));

Declare H operator ? (Y or N) y

17: h(O);
o

18: h(l);
H(l)

* 0 is in the domain so
* evaluation occurs

* 1 is not in the domain
* so h is not evaluated at 1

19: let b = 2; * The symbolic constant b
* is not in the domain so

20: h(b); * h is not simplified or
H(2) * evaluated at b.
* Behavior of REDUCE is essentially same as in Example 2.
* If domain restriction is added to function definition, evaluation
* does not occur for values not in the domain.
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One should not infer that REDUCE is riddled with fallacies, but rather, because
REDUCE has a programming interface, a REDUCE user must be aware of the "garbage in 
garbage out" phenomenon common to most programming languages. A skilled REDUCE
user/programmer would be sure to program the necessary restrictions, and the examples clearly
show how these domain fallacies can be avoided in REDUCE.

The problems relating to maintaining mathematical consistency of algebraic operations
when the intended interpretation is restricted to the real numbers is a subject of general theoretical
interest and also of practical importance in any implementation of symbolic computation.
Caprusse (1986), Stoutemyer (1976), and Korpela (1977) discuss various approaches to dealing
correctly with roots, powers, and absolute value in REDUCE. All the specific solutions reported
for REDUCE require some programming intervention to select or modulate algebraic
simplification of expressions. Our approach, on the contrary, is, insofar as it is possible, to embed
routines which check and maintain mathematical consistency rather than add further explicit
programming options.

We want to stress that the beginning calculus student would not be expected to master
the programming and overall knowledge of the REDUCE system that is needed to maintain
mathematical consistency. Nor, of course, would the student learning the calculus be expected to
have prior knowledge of these subtlties of the subject. The HP system actually runs with a
complex domain and through its system of delayed evaluation allows transformations to continue
even when invalid steps have occurred. But as with REDUCE, the expertise of the user is an
important component of getting correct results.

Instructional computing is different. Students are not expert in calculus. We are trying
to teach them to be experts. Our teaching tools must embody the expertise that is presumed in
the users of the REDUCE system and the HP calculators. So for our task, the difference between
natural mathematical style on the one hand, and completely detailed deductions on the other
doesn't offer us a choice. We must do both. The EQD system attempts to do this: We have tried
to make its surface features conform to natural mathematical style, and we have tried to make its
internal operations completely rigorous. It internally detects inferences that are formally invalid,
especially inferences that violate domain restrictions, even though the domain restrictions may not
explicitly appear in the surface representation.

In contrast to both REDUCE and the HP 28-C calculator, the EQD system manages
domain restrictions automatically. Here is a transcript of its behavior for the three examples we
have been discussing.

1. G(x) = x/I for x real

calc> 1 nf @ 2 (1 x) ;given a function for all x
;nf command multiplies num.
;and denom. by a new factor
;and calculates new domain

x*(1 - x)
2. G(x) = ---------

1*(1 - x)

calc> 1 nf @ sgrt(1 - x**2)

2
x*SQRT(1 - x )

3. G(x) = --------------
2

l*SQRT(1 - x )

for x such that (1 - x) is non-zero

:Another use of nf which
;calculates a new domain

2
for x such that sqrt(1 x) is non-zero

2
and (1 - x ) >= 0
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The above example shows how the EQD system recomputes the domain of a function
as domain-modifying algebraic operations are applied. The restrictions which had to be
programmed into the REDUCE system are taken care of automatically by the EQD system.
Students, therefore, can be alerted to changes in the domain of a function and the validity of
derivations preserved.

In the following example, we have a function whose domain is the non-negative reals,
but whose ftrst derivative is defmed over only the positive reals. The transcript shows how EQD
is keeping track of the domain as the user attempts to evaluate results.

1. a = 0
1/2

2. Y = x for x >= 0

calc> 2 evat 0
3. yl = 0

Ix = 0

calc> 2 eyat -1
-1 is not in the domain.

calc> 2 diff x
dy d 1/2

4. = --(x ) for positive x
dx dx

; given

;given y a function of x

;evaluate the function at 0

;but domain restriction
;blocks evaluation at -1

;differentiate both sides

calc> 4 drip 2
dy 1

5. = ------
dx 1/2

2*x

for positive x

;calculate derivative
;using derivative of x to
;a positive integral power.

calc> 5 evat a
a is not in the domain.

4.2 Interface to the EQlJ System

;domain restriction blocks
;evaluation at a, which has
;been assigned the value 0

The purpose of EQD is to do interactive mathematical inference while maintaining strict
validity of the derivation as a whole. Because it is intended to be used interactively it is driven by
inference commands rather than formula editing and entry. All EQD derivations begin with
equation introduction steps and continue with equation introduction and equation transformation
steps. The EQD user is responsible for formulating a strategy and for giving commands. EQD
processing consists of checking the validity of the proposed step, and returning the transformed
equation if the step is valid. In this way a derivation is built up step by step. The burden of
strategy and the choice of which operations to use to play out a strategy is the student's.

The main interface to EQD is through mathematically meaningful commands. Almost
always, a command is an application of an algebraic or calculus operation to a previous step of a
derivation. There is a uniform, concise command syntax which minimizes typing but allows
precise student control over the inference machinery. Not only does it provide control, but the
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command interface requires mastery of the mathematical concepts. Students must translate their
vague or unclear ideas into commands in order to test or clarify them. By the same token, EQD
is open-ended and exploratory so students can try out ideas. Because EQD encourages students
to express themselves precisely it will, we believe, reinforce rigor and clarity in mathematical
thinking. In this respect our goals are similar to those of the Cornell Nuprl proof development
system, Constable et. al. (1986). However, Nuprl is focussed on more advanced mathematics and
based on the premise that constructive type theory is a suitable foundational theory for most of
mathematics. Notwithstanding the fact that Nuprl is a tool for mathematical research and EQD a
tool for mathematics instruction, we see many parallels between the Nuprl and EQD approaches
to interactive mathematics.

A large catalog of commands is available, and the commands vary greatly in their power.
One of the characteristics of REDUCE is that it is too powerful for the learner. REDUCE will
simplify very complicated algebraic expressions in one fell swoop, and give no trace of the
algebraic techniques or steps that were used. For calculus students, however, we feel it is
important that they master the step-by-step methods of computation. On the other hand, in
certain problem contexts, the emphasis is not on computation of results, but interpretation of
them. In these cases it makes sense to have the full power of REDUCE available to take a
derivative or simplify an expression. EQD has a "Level" parameter which is used to enable or
disable individual commands or whole families of commands.

Subformula I..ocator

One of the natural ideas we have implemented is that of pointing to a part of a
mathematical expression. Many commands basically replace a subexpression with a symbolic
transformation or an evaluation of it. We have implemented a "formula cursor" which highlights
a selected subexpression as brightened or boxed text within an equation. Four "directional"
commands move the cursor to larger or smaller substructures; e.g., the numerator is a smaller part
of a fraction. The fraction is the larger subexpression containing a numerator. So the "Larger"
command would move from the numerator to the fraction as a whole. From a fraction as active
subexpression, the "Smaller" command would move to the numerator; then a "Next" command
would move the formula cursor to the denominator. From the denominator, "Previous" would go
back to the numerator, or "Larger" would go back to the entire fraction. Additionally, once the
formula cursor is positioned on the desired subexpression, the "Mark" command can be used to
identify this subexpression for special purposes such as extraction for use in another command,
or more typically, the Exit-Locator can be given which causes the active subexpression to be the
target of the current EQD command.

A transcript of the interaction just described follows. When function keys or
mouse-selectable menus are available, formula cursor interactions occur rapidly, and the formulas
are rewritten in the same place on the screen. For clarity in this context, however, consecutive
representations of the formula are used and the active subexpression is boxed. Annotations to the
transcript are prefixed by a semicolon. The prompt line

Locate: L S P N ME?>

reminds users of the legal locator commands.
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calc> define f(x)=(x+a)!(x-a) ;Define a simple function

1. F(x) =
x + a

x - a
for (x-a) not zero. ;Automatic domain

; restriction

calc>~ ;Rule Algebra requires
;a subexpression

Pick a subexpression with the formula cursor.

+-----+
Ix + al

F(x) = 1-----1
Ix - al
+-----+

Locate: L S P N ME?> ~

+-----+
Ix + al
+-----+

F(x) = ------
x - a

Locate: L S P N ME?> n

x + a
F(x) = -------

+-----+
Ix - al
+-----+

Locate: L S P N ME?> L

+-----+
Ix + al

F(x) = 1-----1
Ix - al
+-----+

Locate: L S P N ME?> 1

;Subexpression location
;begins with whole right
;side of equation

;s goes to smaller

;n goes to next at
;same level

;L goes to parent

;? explains locator

L => Larger or parent term S => Smaller or child term
P => Previous term at same level N => Next term at same level
M => Toggle marking of subexpression
E => Exit locator ? => This help
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The concept underlying the formula cursor is that a mathematical expression is a tree.
Interactions with mathematical expressions are always driven by the underlying tree structure, not
a linear surface representation.

The Cornell NuPrl System (Constable et. al. 1986) also uses a formula cursor, which
differs from our implementation in that the Nuprl formula cursor is optimized for formula input
and editing. Our locator is designed as a part of an inference command interface which minimizes
the role of formula editing.

4.3 Definition of the EQD System

With this motivation and brief description of the user interface, we turn to the command
set of the EOD system.

Types of Equations

At the current stage of its implementation, EOD is limited to operations on equalities.
Because of the complexity of the semantics of calculus notion, complicated by the fact that
different notational systems are are used, we are working with the the following provisional
distinction between two main kinds of equalities.

1. Equalities which explicitly express functional relationships, for example

2
f(x) = x + 4x + 2

This classification of equations is necessary because operations of the calculus, such as
differentiation, and function to function transformations such as forming a difference quotient or
taking a limit apply only to functions. An independent variable and a characteristic function for
the domain is maintained in the internal representation of function equalities. As we have seen,
EOD maintains and modifies domain information, based on characteristic functions for domains
which are computed when a function is introduced into an EOD by the DEFINE command.

2. Equalities which do not explicitly represent functional relationships. There are several
uses in EOD for equalities which do not represent functional relationships. Some of these uses
are related to our goal of preserving natural mathematical style. Equations that define curves or
graphs such as

2 2
b *x

2 2
- a *y

2 2
= a *b

or relationships such as the Pythagorean formula

222
x + Y = h

do not have the properties of equations which explicitly express functions of one variable. Yet
these equations appear in connected chains of reasoning in all calculus texts, and are variously
referred to as "curves," "graphs," "relations," or just "equations."

Systems of linear equations are frequently manipulated in a purely algebraic fashion
without regard for or explicit declaration of dependent and independent variables. In fact, most
pedagogical strategies for extrema problems make a point of declaring which is the independent
variable after algebraically manipulating a system of equations.
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Assignments, typically representing boundary or side conditions, such as

a = 25

are not usually treated as O-ary constant functions (although a thoroughgoing functional approach
could so treat them). And an equation fixing a value of a derivative at a point, xO,

f' (xO) = 5

as might be done in a word problem, cannot be differentiated to reach the conclusion that the
second derivative of f is O.

Finally, abbreviations, where a new symbol is introduced to represent a (usually)
complex term already in use, would not normally be regarded as new functions.

The difficulty that natural mathematical style presents is that the notation itself does not
explicitly distinguish equations which represent functions from those that do not. Furthermore,
this distinction itself is not a prominent or always explicit part of natural mathematical style. It is
frequently left to the reader to determine when an equation represents a function and when it does
not.

In implementing a program to do calculus in accordance with natural mathematical
style, things that are implicit and left to the reader must become explicit in the software. Thus
the distinction between equations which represent functions and those which do not has appeared
as a surface feature of DQD. We recognize that the distinction is not part of natural mathematical
style, and once we have fully analyzed the subtleties the distinction introduces, we can try to
smooth out the surface logic so that although the distinction is scrupulously monitored by the
program, the users will not be troubled with it unless they fail to observe it.

Equations which are not intended to represent functions explicitly will be introduced by
commands other than the DEFINE command. For example, we have an ASSIGN command
which is used to introduce boundary conditions. Other commands will specifically introduce
equations representing curves and equations expressing identities from trigonometry and algebra.
Thus many subtly different kinds of relationships, all naturally represented as equalities, can be
introduced in EQD.

Another class of equations, those which are common formulas or mathematical facts,
such as the formula for the volume of a sphere or the equation for the tangent line, make up a
data base from which equations may be brought into an EQD. Common algebraic and
trigonometric identities will also be accessible such a data base.

Algebraic Computation

A family of commands to support algebraic operations on terms is supported. We
intend to have a set of medium-level algebraic commands, including factor out a specific term,
find a common denominator, multiply out, collect terms, multiply numerator and denominator by
a new factor. Additionally, we will provide a set of very powerful algebraic commands such as
polynomial factoring, and simplification. In line with our goal of suppressing tedious detail we do
not intend to require students to perform explicitly the most elementary algebraic operations such
as commutation, association, or distribution. In order to minimize such low-level details, all
commands are supported for n-ary cases and always return a normal form that is a reasonable
compromise between normal mathematical style and the way in which the computer does algebra.
Although the computer will not always do exactly what a person would in terms of putting results
into a normal form, what the computer will do is predictable, and users of the system can apply
rearrangement operations if they wish.
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The commands making up the family of algebraic term manipulators all work in the
same way. Each modifies the active subexpression which is defined as the present position of the
formula cursor. Selection of an associative or distributive variant of an n-ary sum, difference, or
product can be handled within a primary command by a secondary mark-up facility called
operator marking. That is, you can do binomial expansion on (A + B + C)++2 and have nine
terms returned or mark up the n-ary sum to be (A + (B + C))++2 and force the result to have
just four terms.

Many of the algebraic term manipulations have consequences for the domain. For
example one law of expansion and collection of exponents is of the form:

c
b b*c

a = a

But in the case

= a

2
(1/2)

a
(1/2)*2

= a

we have to be careful because the expression is only meaningful for a > = O. In calculus
instruction all uses of algebraic operations must be monitored to insure that domain restrictions
are observed.

The laws of exponents illustrate another aspect of designing an interactive system of
natural yet correct mathematical inference. One way to implement general principles is by
introducing the identity as a step of the derivation and doing an explicit substitution for the
universal variables, then replacing identicals by identicals. Such an implementation might look
like this four-step derivation:

x
l. f(x) = (g*h)

c c c
2. (a*b) = a * b ;introduce universal form of

;a law of exponents.
x x x

3. (g*h) = g * h ;substitute g for a, h for b
;and x for c in the law

x x
4. f(x) = g * h ;replace identicals by

;identicals using 1 and 3

Another way is to implement the law as a procedure which internally takes care of the details
made explicit in steps 2 and 3 above and does the job in one step.

1. f(x)

2. f(x)

x
= (g*h)

x x
= g * h
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For common identities such as the following four exponent laws

c c c
(a*b) = a * b

(b+c) b c
a = a * a

(-b) b
a = l/(a )

c
(b*c) b

a = (a )

we take the latter approach which internally uses pattern-matching techniques to determine which
direction of the law applies and then does the appropriate transformation of the subexpression
passed to the command by the formula cursor. This permits natural, one-step applications of the
laws by the user, yet contains all the meticulous detail at the internal implementation level. Some
cases of the exponent laws include domain-checking because the identities in question are not true
for all real numbers.

The following example applies several of the algebra commands and works through a
series of transformations ending up with the equation which it begins with.

1. H(x) = (x + 2*a)*(x + 2*a) jgiven

calc> 1 mo @ 2 ;multiply out right side

2. H(x) = x*x + x*2*a + 2*a*x + 2*a*2*a

calc> 2 ct @ 2 x

2 2
3. H(x) = x + 4*a*x + 4*a

calc> 3 fa @ 2 (x + 2*a)

4. H(x) = (x + 2*a)*(2*a + x)

calc> 4 rt @ 2 2 (2 1)

jcollect terms in x

jfactor x + 2*a

jrearrange terms to get
jback to form at step 1

5. H(x) = (x + 2*a)*(x + 2*a)

The example following the discussion of the limit rules shows further use of the algebraic
commands.

Rules that Operate on Functions

For purposes of this discussion we collect several EQD rules which take an equation
that represents a function and transforms it to another function. Among these are DIFF, which
takes the derivative of both sides of an equation that represents a function with respect to the
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independent variable of that function. The rule LIMIT takes the limit of both sides. And given a
function, the rule DIFFQ forms the difference quotient. The rule EVAT evaluates a function at a
given value. Each of these rules monitors domain restrictions as appropriate.

The following example shows how the function-evaluating rule keeps track of domain
restrictions, and also illustrates the DIFF rule.

1/2
1. Y = x for x >= O.

calc> 1 eyat 0

2. yl = 0
Ix = 0

calc> 1 diff x

;Given y a function of x

;OK to evaluate at 0

;differentiate both sides

dy d 1/2
3. = --(x ) for x > O.

dx dx

calc> 3 drip 2 ;calculate derivative

dy 1
4. = ------ for x > O.

dx 1/2
2*x

calc> 4 evat 0
a is not in the domain.

Rules to Calculate Derivatives

;but cannot evaluate
;derivative at a

We have implemented two levels of rules to calculate derivatives. There is a set of
low-level rules closely corresponding to the rules found in textbooks. And there is a set of
powerful rules which take advantage of the power of REDUCE to compute a derivative and
simplify the result.

The following transcript shows the same exercise solved first by the elementary rules and
then by a powerful rule. The elementary rules are being used in a purely formal manner without
any simplillcation so the beginning student learns the exact effect of the differentiation rule. In
this connection note especially the treatment of a derivative of a constant in step 5. This
derivation is tuned to produce only the exact symbolic transformation authorized by the particular
rule of differentiation that is applied. Since arithmetic simplification is turned off in this derivation
for the sake of emphasizing purely symbolic differentiation, it is left to the student to simplify
arithmetically and algebraically. We are designing the EQD system so that it can be tuned to do
or forego algebraic, arithmetic, and trigonometric simpliflcations in any particular derivation.

1.
2

F(x) = 3*x - x + 5 ;given a function

calc> 1 DIFF
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d d 2
2. --(F(x)) = --(3*x - x + 5) ;by Differentiating

dx dx ;both sides

calc> 2 DLG 2

d d 2 dx d
3. --(F(x)) = 3*--(x ) + 5*--(1) ;by derivative of a

dx dx dx dx ;linear combination

calc> 3 DPIPower 2

d dx d
4. --(F(x)) = 3*2*x - + 5*--(1) ;by derivative of a

dx dx dx ;term to integral
;power

calc> 4 DPIPower 2

d d
5. --(F(x)) = 3*2*x - 1 + 5*--(1)

dx dx

calc> DGonstant

d
6. --(F(x)) = 3*2*x - 1 + 5*0

dx

;same (x to the
;first power)

;by derivative of
;a constant. Now
;equation is ready
;for arithmetic
; simplification

Now we will do the same problem using a powerful rule. This powerful rule would be
available in situations where emphasis was not being placed on the computation of formal
derivatives. Note that the symbolic and arithmetic simplifications all occur at once.

2
1. F(x) = 3*x - x + 5

calc> 1 DIFF

d d 2
2. --(F(x)) = --(3*x - x + 5)

dx dx

calc> 2 DPOLYnomial 2

d
3. --(F(x)) = 6*x - 1

dx

;given a function

;Diff both sides

;by powerful rule
;Derivative of a
; polynomial
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Rules to Calculate Limits

The family of rules used to calculate limits is similar to the family of rules for calculating
derivatives, except that algebraic operations inside the scope of a limit operator are carefully
controlled.

The following example shows how the derivative of a function is calculated by first
forming the difference quotient, simplifying it, then taking the limit. Since computing limits by
hand is an exercise on the way to learning to differentiate functions, we have chosen to demand
thoroughness in limit computations. In this example the limit of a quotient is carefully broken
into parts which are calculated separately, and only when it is ascertained that the limits of every
part of the fraction exist, it is allowable to take the limit of the fraction as a whole. The example
ends by using an algebra step to simplify the answer, which deliberately has not been simplilled.
But since the student seldom types a formula the presence of the 1 in the denominator is not
especially a problem. Note also, if the simpliflcation had been initiated earlier the derivation
could have been shorter.

2
1. F(x) = x for a real x.

calc> 1 diffg a;h ;form difference quotient
2 2

(a + h) - a
2. DIFFQ(F(x),a,h) = ------------- for h not zero.

h

calc> 2 be @ 2 1 1
2 2

a + 2*a*h + h

;binomial expansion
2

- a
3. DIFFQ(F(x),a,h) = -------------------- for h not zero.

h

calc> 3 ct @ 2 1 h ;collect terms in h
2

h + 2*a*h
4. DIFFQ(F(x),a,h) = ---------- for h not zero.

h

calc> 4 fa @ 2 1 h ;factor out h
h*(2*a + h)

5. DIFFQ(F(x),a,h) = ---.-------- for h not zero.
h

calc> 5 dt @ 2 h ; divide through by h
2*a + h

6. DIFFQ(F(x),a,h) = ------- for h not zero.
1

calc> 6 limit h;O

. 7. Limit DIFFQ(F(x),a,h) =
h->O

Limit
h->O

;take limit of both sides
2*a + h

1

calc> 7 lpart 2 1 ;side calculation of limit
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calc> 8 lpart 2 1

8. Calculate

9. Calculate

Limit 2*a + h
h->O

Limit 2*a
h->O

;of the numerator

;but now must calculate
;each part of sum separately
;so start new calculation

calc> 9 lc 2

10. Limit 2*a = 2*a
h->O

calc> 8 lpart 2 2

11. Calculate Limit h
h->O

;left side is limit of a
; constant

;now start calculation for
;the right side

calc> 11 lpip 2 ;right side is just limit
;of h as h -> 0, i.e. 0

12. Limit h = 0
h->O

calc> 8 10 12 llc
Which Limit expression <number>:2

13. Limit 2*a + h = 2*a + 0
h->O

calc> 7 lpart 2 2
14. Calculate Limit 1

h->O

calc> 14 lc
Which Limit expression <number>: 2

15. Limit 1 = 1
h->O

;now calculate limit of the
;sum from limits of its parts

;start side calculation of
;the denominator

;which is a constant

calc> 7 13 15 19uot 2 ;now calculate limit of
;the quotient from the

2*a + 0 ;limits of its parts
16. Limit DIFFQ(F(x),a,h) = --------

h->O 1

calc> 16 alg @ 2
replacement formula: 2*a

17. Limit DIFFQ(F(x),a,h) = 2*a
h->O
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5.0 Interactive Exposition and Graphics in Calculus

This chapter contains technical infonnation about the student interface to the calculus
program including graphics and the output of mathematical fonnulas. It also discusses our
approaches to lesson authoring.

Our general approach has been to adapt tools already used. But the nature of calculus
instruction, especially the need for graphics and the usual conventions about mathematical
notation, have raised special problems for this project. We will begin with a discussion of our
graphics requirements and the strategies we use to insure that our software will be usable in
several different workstation environments. Next we will explain the special notational problems
raised by calculus and how we will provide appropriate mathematical output capabilities. Finally
we will discuss our methods of lesson authoring. These three subjects are necessarily intertwined,
so before turning in detail to graphics, we shall briefly survey the overall problem of authoring
mathematical courseware with graphics and nonnal mathematical notation such that the software
can be run without major changes on a variety of workstations.

The calculus course we are building is intended to run on standalone workstations, with
high-resolution graphics, 50 or more megabytes of on-line storage, and at least 4 megabytes of
main memory. In fact, it is intended to work on a whole class of such machines, although
MICROVAXES, SUN Workstations, Hewlett-Packard Bobcats and Integral Portables are the
primary targets. Predicted price drops have occurred. At the time of our proposal, a suitable
MICROVAX was more than $12,000. Now it costs $6,500. SUN workstations have also
decreased in price. In the past year, very inexpensive machines such as the Commodore Amiga
and Atari 1040ST have also become plausible delivery systems. In order to keep our delivery
options open we are taking care to produce portable, system-independent code.

A second consideration is authoring tools. We are using an authoring system derived
from one originally developed in 1975 at IMSSS, which at that time was designed to allow an
audio component in courseware (Smith, 1981). While we are not using audio in this project, the
name of the authoring system remains "VOCAL," even though as a program it has undergone
major revisions since 1975. VOCAL provides tools for screen layout and data fonnats for many
types of problems. We refer to particular VOCAL authoring tools as operation codes (or
opcodes). For instance, there are numerous graphics opcodes. From the curriculum author's
point of view, VOCAL is really a highly specialized programming language that makes routine
tasks in lesson preparation easy, but is open-ended so it can be extended to handle new types of
exercises as the calculus project moves forward. In the framework of the total calculus software
system, VOCAL is a translator and pre-processor for exercise data. Exercise data is then
interpreted by the run-time system. As we shall see, it is necessary to integrate graphics and
mathematical printing into both the VOCAL exercise-writing system and the run-time system that
students will use.
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5.1 Graphics

Graphics Requirements

We begin with general design requirements for graphics in calculus instruction, then
discuss progress so far on implementing these requirements. We have identified five levels of
graphics capability:

1. Mathematical Illustrations
2. Illustrations with Cursor Interaction
3. Interactive Constructive Graphics
4. Animated Graphics: Motion, Dragging, and Rotation
5. Graphics Tablet Input

T.evel I: Mathematical Illustrations

This level of graphics provides mathematical illustrations such as plots of functions,
number lines, line segments, closed figures on a coordinate system, drawings relevant to the
statement of word problems, and mesh representations of surfaces.

Mathematical illustrations are non-interactive. However, they can be changed or
incrementally constructed under the control of interactive VOCAL opcodes such as those
performing question-answer dialog, giving hints, or providing help. This means that a diagram or
plot can be done in any context.

High-level, mathematically meaningful VOCAL operations will be used to create
mathematical illustrations. For example the unit-circle, a sine curve, an ellipse, etc. can be
produced by specifying the kind of object, a location parameter and size parameters. Thus an
author can say, basically, "draw a unit circle in the upper right-hand quarter of the screen."

More complicated and specialized figures can be drawn, but require more detailed
coding. We want frequently used illustrations or components of illustrations available as simple
authoring directives.

Level 2: Illustrations with Cursor Interaction

The essentially passive mathematical illustrations can be made interactive through
reading the position of a cursor and translating the screen position reported into coordinates
meaningful in the semantic context of the illustration. Thus a student can, by using the cursor,
say "The local maximum of the function is about here."

A read-graphics-cursor opcode has been added to VOCAL. Cursor interaction can be
controlled either from a keyboard or a mouse. The use of a mouse, although desirable, is not
essential for this kind of interaction.

Level 3: Interactive Constructive Graphics

Graphics levels 1 and 2 are graphics which the program produces and with which
students may interact by marking or pointing with a cursor. Level 3 of graphics adds the ability
of students to draw their own mathematical figures using a combination of keyboard and cursor
interactions. Many different ideas about how to construct mathematical figures arise in this
category, including the following ones which we are working on:
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Simple curve sketching can be done by marking points and using spline routines to fit a
curve to the indicated points.

In the spirit of an approach taken by Larkin and Sefftk at Carnegie-Mellon University,
we intend to explore a curve-sketching construction kit, whereby the students can build graphs
interactively with a mathematically meaningful set of concepts, such as local minimum or
maximum, inflection point, asymptote, etc.

Students will be able to draw and label diagrams for reference in word problems. Not
only should the students be able to make diagrams but the program should be able, in certain
cases, to become aware of the intended meaning of the diagrams. Thus if a student requests a
square then labels an edge as "L", the program should be able to detect whether the student has
introduced the relevant area formula, A = L*L. This is a simple example of a very deep
problem, that of attaching the intended mathematical semantics or meaning to graphics objects
introduced by a student.

Level 3 graphics requires a graphics-construction command language which combines
discursive commands with the use of a cursor. This command and drawing interface cannot be a
graphics programming interface, nor can it be as unstructured as the popular "paintbrush"
programs such as MacDraw and MacPaint. This is because, as we have mentioned, we want to
assign precise mathematical meaning to graphics objects, including those introduced by students.
Merely drawing, as in the popular "paintbrush" programs, does not produce objects that have
attached mathematical meaning. We understand the boundary conditions of this problem: A
programming approach is too primitive and the paintbrush approach is too empty of content. So
far, this work is only in the preliminary discussion stage.

Level 4: Animated Graphics: Motion, Dragging, and Rotation

Capabilities such as dragging objects, rotation of three-dimensional objects, and
animation suggest a fourth graphics level. We have chosen not to design lessons that depend on
level 4 graphics, but because these features are components of the Xerox-Interlisp and
Macintosh-style user interfaces, we want to explain why we are not including them at this time.
In the first place our development environment, an IBM mainframe system, does not support
such capabilities, and we wishtereservetheoptieRefusing-thedevelepment··environmentfor
initial testing of curriculum. Second, uniform support of these capabilities is not found in non
Macintosh systems, so premature commitment to them restricts our options for stand-alone
delivery systems. Third, there is the semantic problem just mentioned.

Level 5: Graphics Tablet Input

We intend to implement a tablet input device for entering mathematical formulas and
sketching freehand illustrations. The input device is effectively a pencil, making computer-based
calculus quite natural in cases where student input of formulas or freehand figures is required.

The algebra tutoring project at RAND corporation, directed by Dr. David MacArthur,
has linked a commercially available tablet to SUN Workstations, and after several months of use
in a Santa Monica high school the system is reported to be well received and effective.

Some additional pattern-recognition programming would be necessary to deal with
variably sized mathematical symbols such as integral and summation signs. But fundamental work
in this area, including code for the pattern recognition and parsing of formulas exists in work by
Anderson (1977, 1968) and Blackwell and Anderson (1970) at the RAND Corporation.
MacArthur's algebra application mentioned above builds on Anderson's work.
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Note on Graphics Requirements

We wish also to remark on the very subtle problems related to the use of mathematical
figures in an interactive teaching environment. When people teach calculus, they know what the
diagrams in the book or on the blackboard mean, and they can understand what students have in
mind when they use diagrams in solutions to homework exercises. Computer graphics systems,
however, do not inherently know or understand the mathematically relevant properties of the
diagrams which can be drawn on a screen.

An ideal calculus instructional program would be able to attach a mathematically
relevant semantics or meaning to graphics objects it or the student produced. For example: A
student draws a cone then passes a plane through the cone, perpendicular to the axis of the cone,
and wishes to explore a relationship between the area of the circle on the plane and the areas of
the figures inscribed as the plane rotates through the axis. An ideal interactive graphics system
would associate the equations defining the cone, the circles and the areas inscribed as the plane
rotates with the figures themselves. The equational and the graphical representations would be
equivalent. So students could set up and solve problems either in an equational or graphical
mode, ideally moving from one to the other in a natural and mathematically coherent fashion.

The computer graphics capabilities supplied, for example with the MacIntosh, are
neutral tools, no more mathematically informed than a box of chalk and a clean blackboard. Our
longer-term research interest is in defining a semantics of graphics objects that is directly
meaningful in the context of analytic geometry and calculus. One can fmd analogies to this idea
in certain engineering and architectural drafting packages where drawings of a house are
dimensioned so the architect can give the computerized "drawing" to a heating engineer who can
instantly calculate square footage and heat losses. Because of built-in dimensioning, the architect
can see the plans as living spaces, the mechanical engineer can see them as volumes and heat
flows, and the structural engineer as spans and loadings. Similarly in calculus we would like to be
able to see the graph of an ellipse as an exact symbolic equation in our EQD system, not as a
numerical approximation or set of spline points which exist for the convenience of digitized
display devices.

5.2 Graphics Implementation Strategy

In this project we are stressing the need for portable implementations of graphics. We do
this to keep delivery system options open and end-user costs low. Portability of a program which
makes essential use of graphics is already quite difficult, and the goal of minimal costs to end
users (high schools) rules out expensive, but perhaps more easily ported, industry-standard
graphics such as GKS or PHIGS. In satisfying our special requirements for graphics we have
designed a layered system, defmed a programming sublanguage for graphics, and have bound this
sublanguage to two completely different graphics packages.

(1) The SLAC Unified Graphics System (UGS). UGS is a conventional graphics
package, written in FORTRAN and executed under the control of LISP on the IBM VM/CMS
system. UGS could be ported to workstations and be run in a UNIX environment.

(2) The X Window system. X is a generic window package, written at MIT in C for
UNIX systems, and is widely regarded as a reasonable, inexpensive, and standard window system.
X runs on all machines we have considered for delivery systems. It does not, however, run on our
IBM mainframe development system. Digital Equipment Corporation and Hewlett-Packard have
joined other companies in accepting the X window system as a standard they will support on
their workstation products.

The layered approach gives us precise points of control over the differences between
graphics packages and delivery system hardware. And in terms of our overall software system
which involves both graphics pre-processing by the VOCAL authoring system and run-time
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execution of graphics routines, the layered approach enforces distinctions between pre-processor
and run-time system. The resulting system is modular, portable, extensible, and maintainable.

Our design makes strong distinctions between layers of the software system, and at two
points we can make choices: We can branch to different graphics software packages, and within
any graphics software we will be able to choose from a range of supported graphics output
devices. Where it is possible, we can also take advantage of built-in graphics on a workstation or
display terminal, for the most part bypassing an elaborate graphics software package.

Normal practice, on the other hand, is to commit an application to one graphics
software package, which takes the responsibility of supporting multiple devices. Our approach
adds one layer of abstraction, Abstract Lisp Graphics or the "upper graphics service layer," which
gives us a choice of graphics software packages and a choice of graphics hardware.

VOCAL Pre-processer

Converts graphics opcodes to run-time input forms

VOCAL Runtime Interpreter

Maps VOCAL Data to Abstract Lisp Graphics
Maintains VOCAL variables and objects

Upper Graphics Service Layer
(Abstract Lisp Graphics)

Maps abstract graphics functions
to specific graphics package

Lower Graphics Service Layer

Calls to UGS functions Commands to X window
system via GRTERM

Device Layer.

Communication with various physical devices

IBM 3179 I HP-IPC I MICROVAX I IBM RT I etc ...

VOCAL Authoring and Preprocessing Layer

Graphics lessons originate from curriculum source ftles written in the VOCAL authoring
system which are pre-processed by the VOCAL program. The output of the VOCAL program
will be referred to as a DPY lesson. Details of the VOCAL authoring and preprocessing layer are
described elsewhere. The main point here is to describe the transformations applied to the DPY
lesson as it passes through the layered graphics system.
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VOCAL Interpreter Layer

This layer translates graphics operation codes from a DPY lesson into requests to the
service layers which lie below. In order to assign the intended meaning to the VOCAL object
code, the run-time interpreter must keep symbol tables and state information. This includes
management and housekeeping on multiple graphics streams and provision of runtime bindings
for VOCAL graphics variables.

Upper Graphics Service Layer. (Abstract Lisp Graphics)

This is a set of Lisp graphics functions which are specified independently of any
particular graphics software package. The Lisp functions comprising this layer provide the extra
level of abstraction which allows us to run with alternative graphics software systems. We have
experimented with three such systems, UGS, X Window System, and the IBM 3179 color display
terminal's built-in command set. The UGS system is complete,and is in daily use by the project
staff. The X window system is nearing completion. And the IBM 3179 command set is not being
pursued because of its limited usefulness. The experiments with the IBM 3179 terminal, however,
demonstrated the ability to access graphics capabilities that are built into a display. Personal
computers and workstations frequently have or can be modified to have powerful built-in graphics
support accessible through special command sequences.

I.ower Graphics Service Layer

Each graphics software system has different calling sequences and conventions. The
lower graphics service layer contains subsystems which coerce abstract graphics calls into requests
with the precise format required for the selected graphics package.

Each graphics software package will handle operations such as: Transforming world
coordinates to normalized device coordinates, clipping, transforming normalized device
coordinates to real device coordinates, mapping from service layer primitives to device-provided
primitives.

The Unified Graphics System is a full-function graphics package that runs on IBM 370
machines running VMjCMS, and DEC VAX computers running VMS. UGS has bindings only
in FORTRAN, so there is a sub-layer which provides a PSLjFORTRAN function call interface.

The X window system has less graphics functionality than UGS and is actually
controlled by a separate UNIX process, GRTERM which is described elsewhere. When X is the
selected graphics software system, the lower graphics service layer produces text strings which are
passed as commands to the the GRTERM process via UNIX interprocess pipes.

Device Layer

At this level, various output devices exist, and the selected graphics software package
must have a driver program for the selected device. The X window system contains drivers for
many workstation displays. The UGS system has only four device drivers. With X there is
extensive device support but limited graphics; with UGS there is more powerful graphics but
limited device support.
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UGS interface

Two technical reports (Ager & Maas, 1985) (Ager, Maas & Graham, 1986) describe the
implementation, functionality, and technical design of the lower graphics service layer for the
UGS system graphics interface. These reports describe finished software packages, primarily
created for the calculus project, but usable as general tools.

X Windows Interface (GRTERM)

In this section we give a summary of progress made on our development of a lower
graphics service layer for the X window system. We are using a MICROVAX running UNIX as
the prototype environment for our interface to the X window system. X runs on many candidate
delivery systems including besides the MICROVAX, the IBM RT, Hewlett-Packard workstations,
and SUN workstations. This interface is designed to work with X on any UNIX workstation. X
provides windows, low-level graphics, and multiple fonts. Rather than having Lisp programs call
X functions directly, we currently have an intermediate program which runs as a separate process
on UNIX. This program, called GRTERM, sets up UNIX pipes (communications channels)
between the Lisp applications program and itself. It then reads key pushes and transmits them to
the Lisp program, and reads data from the Lisp program and converts it to X function calls. The
advantages of doing this are:

1. X is written in C, and some Lisp systems do not provide any mechanism for calling
non-Lisp functions. Furthermore, Lisp systems that do allow this do not all do it the same way.
Thus, having the intermediate program makes the system more portable.

2. The interface is very simple to use. The only requirement on the supervising program
is that it be able to emit ASCII text strings to the UNIX standard output stream and read ASCII
characters from the UNIX standard input stream. Therefore we expect, for example, to be able
to use any of several resident LISP systems, e.g., Kyoto Common Lisp, PSL, and SUN Common
Lisp with the X window system without internal changes to the Lisp system itself.

3. Since GRTERM and Lisp run concurrently, mouse and keyboard input can be
echoed rapidly even if the Lisp program is busy doing computations. X itself does not provide
interrupts to signal user input.

The disadvantage of this scheme is that it is less efficient, since two processes are
involved instead of one and data must be sent over a pipe. However, in the single-user
workstation environment these inefficiencies are not a problem.

The data which GRTERM receives from the Lisp program can be ordinary characters,
which are displayed as they would be on a terminal, or commands. Some of these commands are
the same as are commonly found on CRT terminals, such as moving the cursor and clearing the
screen. Others provide features specific to our applications. The most important of these are:

Setting up and destroying new windows. Each of these windows emulates a CRT
terminal and is capable of displaying graphics. The program controls which window output will
be displayed in.

Graphics. Currently this includes straight line segments and splines, viewport sizing, and
clipping.

Font information. In addition to drawing fixed-size characters in a 24-line by 80-column
grid as on a standard CRT terminal, text may be drawn at an arbitrary position on the screen in
any font which X knows about. Most of these fonts have characters of different sizes. This
feature is used for displaying mathematical formulas and labeling mathematical illustrations.
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Setting up menus. The user selects an item from the menu with the mouse. To
maintain compatibility with non-graphics systems, the contents of the menu-selected item are
transmitted to the Lisp program just as if the user had typed those characters.

Window management commands. All X window system commands are available
through this interface, so Lisp applications can make any degree of use of the window system
including creating, destroying, sizing, stacking, and moving windows, as well as changing
properties of windows, such as font, background, and borders.

5.3 Mathematical Formula Display

In addition to graphics in general, we have developed subsystems for the display of
mathematical formulas in a natural notation. Although there are many systems of marking up
mathematical text for publication, all such systems require an "editing" or "programming" user
interface. In these systems, such as TEX, SCRIPT, or SCRIBE it is necessary to write a formula
with explicit formatting information. This method is not acceptable for dynamic systems such as
the calculus program because we do not know in advance what formulas will need to be displayed
on the screen. In a calculation, we do not know what to display until a student gives an inference
command. Then we have to generate a display representation of a mathematical formula.

Providing suitable print and display representation of formulas has always been a
concern of developers of symbolic and algebraic manipulation systems. Basic desiderata for
formula display systems have not changed much since the early papers, the most important of
which is Martin (1971), even though nearly two decades of hardware and software development
have passed. Hulsdorf & van Hutzen (1983) and van Hutzen & Hulsdorf (1982) discuss
difficulties peculiar to REDUCE formula printing, while LeIer & Soiffer (1985) were among the
ftrst to build formula output systems for interactive graphics terminals. Efficient, natural notation
is essential for mathematics and especially important in computer-based mathematics instruction
where unwieldy input and output methods clearly interfere with the development of mathematical
abilities.

Our requirements for dynamic display of mathematical formulas are as follows:

1. Direct runtime translation of internal Lisp representations of mathematical expressions
into natural two-dimensional notation.

2. Table-driven display forms for each mathematical operator, including the capability of
changing the display representation of an operator at run-time.

3. Capability to compute the two-dimensional layout of a formula at both unit precision
(for ftxed-pitch fonts) and fractional precision to utilize the high-resolution text capabilities of a
1000 x 1000 pixel workstation display.

4. Capability to highlight a subexpression of any mathematical expression by intensifying
the characters and/or altering the font (italicizing or bold-facing). And capability to mark
subexpressions by drawing boxes around them.

5. Capability to translate regions of the display to mathematically meaningful
subexpressions. This capability would be used to pick out subexpressions with a mouse and
would insure that only mathematically meaningful subexpressions could be picked. Thus in the
expression "sin x", the substring "in" would not be selectable. This requirement is for
input-output closure. If a mathematical expression can be displayed on a screen using this
mathematical expression display system, then it or any of its mathematically meaningful
subexpressions can be read back into the program.
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6. Mathematical formula display will be fully supported for three output capabilities: (I)
Fixed-pitch character mode such as ASCII, extended ASCII, or EBCDIC character sets. (2) X
Window System fonts. (3) UGS fonts.

7. Capability to pre-compile display representations for a specific choice of output
capability. This will be used to pre-process the curriculum and to check for dimensional errors in
laying out screens. More importantly, in the long run it provides for downloading of
appropriately formatted mathematical text to a variety of workstations from a single source.

We have completed a prototype mathematical expression display system, and some
examples of its input and output are given below. This prototype is now being converted to the
fully general, table-driven printer described in the requirements above. This will be a stand-alone
package, essential for the calculus project, but also available for dynamic mathematical expression
display in other Lisp application programs.

Examples of Mathematical Expres....ion Display

Since the mathematical formula display package is intended to work only on CRT and
high-resolution screens, hardcopy examples are not entirely adequate to convey its operation.
Secondly, the only hardcopy capability we intend to support for the formula display package is
fixed-pitch standard ASCII. The problem of writing device drivers for the many high resolution
printers that exist now is beyond the needs and scope of this project. Thus we caution the reader
not to infer that the display screen the student will see is identical to the hardcopy, fixed-pitch,
standard ASCII representation used in the examples in this document.

The student will see formulas that look like the two screen images on the next page.
The first is a screen dump from an IBM 3179G color display, and the second is from a
MICROVAX. Both were produced from the same input, namely a list of Lisp internal
representations of mathematical expressions, which is given following the screen images. The font
used on the MICROVAX was supplied with X Windows, but does not have a special character
for pi and uses a star for a multiplication sign. On the IBM system, the UGS package is drawing
the characters; there is a character for pi, and adjacency rather than a special symbol is being used
to represent multiplication. These screens are snapshots of our experiments to fmd suitable
fonts. The differences between the two screens are entirely due to values in the print-environment
data base, not to any algorithmic differences between the two systems. Indeed, the inputs and the
code on the two machines are completely identical.
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In contrast, here are the same formulas in "Standard ASCII" format. We have remarked
previously that Standard ASCII has advantages in a development environment, but would not be
suitable for student use.

2
cos(2*pi*x) + sin(2*pi*x )

2
2 n - 1

x + Y - x + Y + z - 5

f(x,y,z) = -------------------------- + ----------------------------
2

n n
(x) - y

f(x) = sqrt(x)*sin(x)

-1 -2
d x - 2*x

--(f(x)) = -----------
dx -3

2*x + 3

f(x + h) - f(x)
fl(x) = Limit ---------------

h->O h

Example of continued fraction:

1

a + -----------------------
1

b + -------------------
1

c + ---------------
1

d + -----------
1

e + -------
f + etc

n n
x + y

For the record, the Lisp expressions below are the inputs to the formula display routine
which produced the three different styles shown above. The important point is that the output is
formatted and arranged on the screen dynamically and directly from the internal Lisp
representation of the formulas.

(EQUAL (F X Y Z)
(PLUS (QUOTIENT (PLUS (COS (TIMES 2 PI X))

(SIN (TIMES 2 PI (EXPT X 2))))
(PLUS (EXPT (EXPT X N) 2) (MINUS (EXPT Y N))))

(QUOTIENT
(PLUS (EXPT X 2)

(EXPT Y (PLUS (EXPT N 2) (MINUS 1)))
(MINUS X) Y Z (MINUS 5))

(PLUS (EXPT X N) (EXPT Y N)))))
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(EQUAL (F X) (TIMES (SQRT X) (SIN X)))

(EQUAL (DF (F X) X)
(QUOTIENT (PLUS (EXPT X (MINUS 1))

(MINUS (TIMES 2 (EXPT X (MINUS 2)))))
(PLUS (TIMES 2 (EXPT X (MINUS 3))) 3)))

(EQUAL (FI' X)
(LIMIT H 0 (QUOTIENT (PLUS (F (PLUS X H)) (MINUS (F X))) H)))

"Example of continued fraction:"

(PLUS A
(QUOTIENT 1

(PLUS B
(QUOTIENT 1

(PLUS C
(QUOTIENT 1

(PLUS D
(QUOTIENT 1

(PLUS E
(QUOTIENT 1

(PLUS F ETC)))))))))))

5.4 The VOCAL Authoring System for Calculus

The VOCAL authoring system is a Lisp program which preprocesses data ftles, created
by curriculum authors, into a form suitable for execution by the runtime system. VOCAL as
used in the calculus project has evolved from similar authoring tools used in the earlier logic and
set theory projects at IMSSS (Smith, 1981).

VOCAL authoring tools enable us to produce curriculum materials relatively easily.
Authoring divides into two main tasks: Designing interactive expository sequences and providing
data to drive student exercises. The latter is the easier task, since most of the complexity of a
calculus exercise is coded into the runtime system. An author provides only the initial data for
the problem. Designing interactive mathematical exposition is quite different since (a) we are
exploring a new medium for conveying the fundamental concepts of calculus; (b) the richness of
the curriculum does not easily boil down to a few expository techniques. The cost of allowing our
techniques of interactive exposition to evolve is that authoring of expository material remains
rather complicated. In practical terms, however, we can point out that our two student curriculum
coders became competent in VOCAL after a few days and expert in less than a month. Both
contribute to ongoing design decisions regarding VOCAL. Despite the facts that VOCAL is not a
traditional authoring language, it is an effective tool for producing a substantial, usable sample
curriculum. The curriculum produced so far is surveyed in Section 3.

We have made three major extensions to VOCAL for the calculus project. The ftrst is
the new equational derivation exercise type EQD. The EQD opcode in VOCAL is stable and is
used in all the curriculum we have produced so far. The second addition is a capability of using
the mathematical formula display routine to embed mathematical formulas in text. This
capability is under development now. When it is complete, we will be able to have students point
to formulas embedded in expository text and manipulate them. Various interactions with
mathematical expressions normally presented in a completely passive way will become possible.
The third addition, already discussed, is the addition of graphics opcodes to VOCAL.
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The following documentation of the EQD opcode gives an idea of the complexity of the
EQD system and the non-trivial aspect of curriculum authoring when the material is as complex
as calculus and the instructional objective is to present the calculus in a natural, open-ended
fashion so students must engage the subject in a deeply mathematical and intellectual way.

The EQD documentation can be regarded as the practical or cash-value of our work on
what cognitive scientists and knowledge engineers would call the "representation problem" for
calculus exercises. This documentation accurately reflects the level and extent of detail necessary

.for just a partial implementation of a calculus exercise in a computer-assisted instruction context.

EQD opcode documentation

EQD Equational Derivation VOCAL opcode

Description:
Sets up equational derivation problem, with given
steps, pedagogical level, goal list, hints, initial
actions and done actions. An equational derivation is the
interactive reasoning context for calculus problems
requiring differentiation and algebraic calculations.
Student-initiated equational derivations are also used
in word problems.

Syntax:
(EQD

EQDEF «eqspec> <eqspec> ... )

eqspec := «fm-string> . <funspec~<a1gspec>~<crvspec»

a1gspec := (ALG
VARS
CONSTANT

)

( )
( )

% declare variables
% declare constants

funspec := (FN name % name is always an id
VARS ( ) % declare independent variables
CONSTANT () % declare constants (may be empty)
DOMAIN <domain-spec>

)

crvspec := ( not yet implemented )

<domain-spec> := eg,. ((0 is-real) (1 nonzero) ... )
the integer is the degree of the derivative with
o signifying the original function, 1 the first
derivative, 2 the second, etc.

% optional tags
GOAL «goa1spec> <goa1spec> ... ) % stack of goals (FIFO)

goa1spec := ( <fm-string> <goal-option> <goal-option> ... )
goal-option := GA (actions) ~ GP <string>

CMDS ((cmd) (cmd) ... ) % stack of EQD commands
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INIT
LEVEL
HINTL
DONE

)

(actions)
<number>
(actions)
(actions)

% any VOCAL actions
% which rules are legal
% any VOCAL actions
% any VOCAL actions

Notes:
EQDEF takes a list of EQD step specifications. In order to have

mathematically correct reasoning and mathematically meaningful
equations, the introduction of a function in a derivation
must include declarations about how symbols are being used.
The declarations required depend on the kind of equation that
is introduced.

FUNCTION DEFINITION

FN

name

VARS

The type of the equation is a function definition

The symbol which denotes the function. EQD notation
for functions mayor may not include explicit
independent variables. Either F(x) or F may be used
to define a function of x which equals x**2. In either
case the name of the function is F and must be put in
the name slot in function definition spec.

The independent variables of the function. A list of
variables is required, except that a constant function
may leave the variables undeclared.

CONSTANT If any constants appear in a function definition
they must be individually declared. Constants may
have properties. CONSTANT A, CONSTANT (A), and
CONSTANT (C CONSTRAINTS (nonzero integer)) are all
syntactically correct declarations. Since constants
can have properties, VOCAL requires a separate
declaration for each constant.

DOMAIN The domain of every function must be declared in the
form of an executable Lisp function which can be
applied to values of the independent variables of the
function. If the function is differentiable, the domain
of the first derivative must be declared.
But the structure allows for declaration of the first,
second, etc. derivatives. A domain is specified
as DOMAIN ((0 Lisp-fn) (1 other-Lisp-fn)).

ALGEBRAIC EQUATION An equation may express a purely
algebraic relationship. Such equations can express
relationships between symbols such as sqrt x = x**(1/2),
relationships between quantities, A = pi * R**2, etc.

The variables and constants in an algebraic equations must
be declared. We use the same forms of declaration is in
function definition.
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GOAL

VARS A list of variables used in the equation.

CONSTANT One declaration for each constant in the equation.

Formulas which the student must derive. A list of consecutive
goals is supported, so that upon reaching the top goal, the
student is presented with the next goal. If lines which
satisfy a goal are deleted, the goal is replaced in the
goal stack and must be satisfied again.

Every entry in the list of goals must contain a formula string
which is used to compare with each step the student adds to
the EQD. Two goal options are also supported.

GA Goal Actions. A list of VOCAL actions to be performed
when the goal is satisfied.

GP Goal Print String. A string which is printed verbatim
by show-eqd-goal. If no GP option is present, the
external representation of the goal is printed.
GP can be used to give a description of the goal
when the actual formula is too complicated or
not to be displayed for pedagogical reasons.

Goal fms can be specified abstractly by using the pseudo
operation VSPEC. VSPEC is capable of determining which of
the following categories a mathematical term belongs to:

ARITH the term is entirely arithmetic. No variables
and only the four arithmetic operations + - / *

ALG the term is algebraic. Variables, but no
trigonometric or transcendental functions allowed

TRIG the term is trigonometric. Variables,
trigonometric and transcendental functions
allowed.

The following examples show how VSPEC can be

used:

GOAL""DxY= VSPEC ALG""
GOAL""DxY= VSPEC ARITH""

%right side algebraic
%right side pure arithmetic

LEVEL Pedagogical level of the problem. An integer code for the
level or family of rules allowed. Any rule which exceeds the
level declared cannot be used in that problem. LEVEL is
used to control what resources a student uses to solve a
problem.

Pseudo- and Substitution Operators:

VSPEC See description of GOALS
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VEVAL This is a pseudo-operation which may be used to execute
arbitrary LISP code from within the premises only. If VEVAL
is the CAR (first element) of any form, the CDR (remaining
part) will be passed to EVAL and the result will be
substituted back into the original formula to replace
the entire (VEVAL... ) form. Most commonly this is used
to generate random coefficients using the RAND-RANGE function
or to generate random symbolic constants using the RAND-CONST
function. RAND-RANGE takes two arguments, both integers,
specifying the lower and upper bound. For example, to
generate nontrivial positive exponent,

X**VEVAL(VRI,2,9)

may be used, which picks a number from 2 thru 9 exclusive.
These VEVAL forms are parsed by the RLISP parser, and must
obey RLISP syntax. The general syntax is

VEVAL«fn-name>,<arg1>,<arg2>, ... )

The commas are necessary. Examples of common uses of veva1
are given below.

LISP FUNCTIONS COMMONLY USED WITH VEVAL

name description example

veva1(vrf) = 2*x

y = x**veva1(vri,2,9)
F(x) = 1/veva1(vre, '(1,-1))

a = veval(vrv)
8 = veval(vrc)

generate a random variable
generate a random constant
generate random function
parameter

generate integer in range
low-high

random element of list

VRI(low high)

VRV
VRC
VRF

VRE( list)
SUBSTITUTION

There are two ways you can assign names of variables.
First you can hard-wire them into the curriculum, for example
Y=COS(X). This is bad because the student gets lazy. Second
you can use the random-variable feature. Whenever CHECK-EQD
is run it generates 5 different variables from the set of
possible one-letter variables, and calls them V1, V2, V3, V4
and V5. Any reference to one of these in the premises
or goals will be replaced by the actual random1y-
generated variables in a consistent way (for example V1 will
be X throughout the derivation, or consistently Y, etc.). It
is dangerous to mix a hard-wired variable with random
variables because one of the random ones might happen to be
the same as the hard-wired one. Thus in any given exercise
you should stick with all hard-wired or all random variables,
preferably the latter.

Likewise abstract function names F1, F2 and F3 are chosen
at random from the available one-letter abstract-function
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names, and replaced in your premises and goals uniformly.
Furthermore their first derivatives, indicated by F1P, F2P
and F3P respectively, are also substituted uniformly.
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6.0 Interactive Theorem-Proving in the Foundations of Calculus

In considering interactive theorem-proving in elementary analysis, i.e., the foundations of
calculus, we have focused on building on the extensive prior work at the Institute in
theorem-proving in axiomatic set theory. This work is reported in detail in the volume edited by
Suppes (1981). Of course, it is also clear that the apparatus of theorem-proving for set theory will
not in itself be sufficient for proving theorems in elementary analysis. The reason is quite
obvious. In the interactive theorem-prover for set theory there is no serious development of
algebraic methods of proof. The use of the resolution theorem prover VERIFY, which is a
central part of the set-theory interactive theorem-prover, does not work at all well on elementary
algebraic inferences.

Fortunately, we believe that we have found a combination of tools that will involve us
in a relatively limited development cycle. On the one hand, we can use the framework of
interactive theorem-proving already developed for set theory, and, on the other hand, we can add
to REDUCE the necessary front-end programs to use REDUCE in a theorem-proving context.
It should be emphasized that REDUCE was not written with theorem-proving in mind, but as
we have found by extensive experimentation, it works very well for proving in a very short time-
in usually less than one second on the IBM-4381--algebraic facts that are needed in the proofs of
theorems in elementary analysis. (We shall provide extensive details on this point later.)

What we report on in this section is our work on using REDUCE to provide a quick
and easy framework for proving elementary algebraic facts in ordered fields with the absolute
value function. Of course, as would be expected, the elementary theorems involving only the
order properties of the field can be proved by VERIFY alone. Our next step, which we have
already begun, is to combine the results with REDUCE and the earlier set-theory program to see
what are the difficulties in proving the target theorems in elementary analysis. We know that the
tools are adequate to prove these theorems in a theoretical sense, but the real question is whether
the proofs are of practical length: Can proofs be given that are acceptable in a teaching
framework, i.e., can proofs be given by students with relatively moderate backgrounds in proving
any nonobvious theorems? These are issues we are not yet able to answer. They are clear
instructional issues that must be settled before we have an interactive theorem-prover for the
foundations of the calculus that is instructionally adequate. We are optimistic, but we also
recognize that there are almost certainly additional technical problems we will have to solve in the
process of putting together the set-theory theorem-prover and the algebraic theorem-prover using
REDUCE.

We want to be clear on one point: REDUCE, as described in this section is being used
to prove, in one step, elementary algebraic facts. A hundred theorems that express such facts are
listed in the appendix. The student is not required to give an elementary interactive algebraic
proof of these theorems. The student would use REDUCE'in this context in a fashion that
meant he already understood these algebraic facts and simply has to decide from the standpoint of
giving a proof what strategically is needed in order to make his idea of a proof go through. He
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can call upon REDUCE to prove easily and quickly any of the kinds of elementary algebraic facts
exemplified in the list of a hundred theorems in the appendix. We do not claim to have been
completely thorough on this point, but we have made an effort to include all the standard basic
inequalities with absolute values that are needed in elementary proofs in analysis. The reader can
look at the list. If he finds other crucial elementary inequalities involving absolute value that are
needed we would appreciate hearing about them.

Elementary Theorems of Analysis

There is of course no precise agreement on what constitutes the main body of theorems
at the basis of the foundations of the calculus, but certainly there is agreement on many of these
theorems. We have a preliminary list of approximately 80 theorems and we are taking these as
our target theorems to prove by the interactive methods we are working on. We doubt that the
order of the theorems is exactly the one we will end up with.

In the case of the computer-based set-theory course, we found that the list of some 600
theorems required considerable fine-tuning in terms of the order of the list, and with occasional
addition of theorems needed, in order to make most of the theorems easy and natural to prove.
As the reader might expect, the requirements for giving valid proofs with an interactive
theorem-prover are more demanding than when proofs are written informally, sometimes in a
relatively sketchy fashion, by students. In the framework of an interactive theorem-prover the
students must end up giving arguments that are recognized as valid by the theorem-prover. It is
in the nature of such work at the current state of development that the arrangement of theorems
can influence very considerably the relative tediousness of the proofs. We do not pretend that we
are yet in a position to remove all tedious elements from giving such interactive proofs but we
have found from considerable experience that the arrangement of the theorems can make a very
considerable difference. We hope in the next period of development to reach the point of
arranging the theorems and, as needed, adding certain theorems for operational reasons that have
not yet become clear.

The remainder of this section is devoted to describing in some detail the method we
have developed for proving elementary algebraic theorems. The reader will note that we restrict
ourselves to the theory of ordered fields with the absolute value function, but extensions to the
standard transcendental functions encountered in the calculus present, we believe, no serious
difficulty, and will be the object of work in the near future.

6.1 A Method of Proving Elementary Algebraic Theorems

We describe a method of proving elementary theorems in the theory of ordered fields
with the absolute value function (OFA). By elementary theorems, we mean the theorems like the
following (see appendix for more examples):

if x * Y = z and y ~ 0, then x = z/y,

if x < y and z < 0, then x*z > y*z,

if Ixl < c/2 and Iyl < c/2, then Ix + yl < c.
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This study is a part of the project of building an interactive theorem prover for
elementary analysis as an extension of the interactive theorem prover for set theory. Besides the
logical framework available in the set-theory theorem prover, several specific tools have to be
provided. One of them is a tool to handle algebraic manipulations. This is the subject of this
section. For other tools, see section 6.4.

The implemented program proves all theorems listed in the appendix. Moreover, more
than 90% of theorems are checked in less than 200 milliseconds on the IBM-4381 available to
this project. We believe that this program serves as an algebraic basis of an interactive theorem
prover for elementary analysis.

However, the system has one problem. It cannot deal with arithmetic on general sums
or products, such as xf + ... + xn' n{xk I I ~ k ~ n}, etc. In particular, the system cannot
handle arithmetic invo ving the binomial expansion of (x + y)n where n is a symbolic constant.
For further discussion, see section 6.4. In the next section a method of proving theorems in OFA
will be described. Section 6.3 explains the program of the method through examples.

6.2 Description of the Method

We will describe a method M which checks the provability of the formulas in the
language of OFA. M is a sequential application of three sub-methods MI, M2, and M3.
Namely, M is described as follows:

For a given formula FM, check whether FM is provable by MI or not.

If it is, then FM is provable by M. If it is not, then check whether FM is provable by
M2 or not.

If it is, then FM is provable by M. If it is not, check whether FM is provable by M3 or
not.

If it is, then FM is provable by M. If it is not, then FM is not provable by M.

M does not contain a procedure on its top, in order to decide which sub-method should be
applied for a given formula.

The following are the descriptions of the applicabilities of these methods:

Ml. A method to prove theorems in OF which are mainly obtained by algebraic
manipulations. The following are provable by this method:

If x * Y = z and y ~ 0, then x = z/y,
If y > x, then y - x > 0,
If x < y and z < v, then x + z < y + v.
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M2. A method to prove theorems in OFA which essentially involves the absolute value
function. The following are provable by this method:

Iy - zl ~ Ix - yl + Ix - zl,
If Ix - xol < e/2 and Iy - yol < e/2

then I(x + y) - (xO + yo)1 < e.

M3. A method to prove theorems in the theory of ordered fields (OF) which can be
proved in the theory of ordered sets (OS). The following are provable by this method:

If x < 0, then x ~ O.
If x < y, then not y ~ x.

Remark: A formula which we want to prove by M I or M3 can contain the absolute
value function. MI and M3 treat any term of the form Itml as an atomic term. For example,
the following is provable by method M I:

If Ixl = c, then Ixl + Iyl = c + Iyl.

We now describe each method.

The Description of M I

A resolution theorem prover (unless it has a sophisticated unification procedure) does
not seem to be appropriate to prove theorems whose proofs involve algebraic manipulations. A
usage of an algebraic computation system such as REDUCE is essential in the method described
below.

Remark: REDUCE is an algebraic computation system; it transforms a given term to
the other term which is equivalent to the original term. We cannot use REDUCE itself since it
does not directly handle formulas. We use REDUCE for the purpose of simplifying algebraic
terms. Moreover, REDUCE's treatment of the absolute value function is not reliable so we need
a special device for the absolute value function, which is described in M2.

The method is divided into five steps:

Ml-l. Logical Simplification. Before describing this step, we need to introduce some
terminology. The implication PI, ... ,Pn -t c is called a sequent if PI,... ,Pn are atomic formulas or
the negations of atomic formulas, and c is an atomic formula. PI, ... ,Pn are considered as
premises, and c as a conclusion. The list PI' ... , Pn might be empty.

For a given formula FM (which we want to prove), MI-I produces a list
LSeql •... ,LSeqIll where LSeql,...,LSeqrn. ~e lists of sequents such that if, for every LSeq, at least
one sequent in LSeq is provable, then FM is provable.

This will be performed by eliminating the logical connectives in the formula FM. We
omit technical details on this procedure. Instead, we give several examples.
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(1) Given the fonnula "if x*-O and y = z, then y/x = z/x", then {x *- 0, y = z ~
y/x = z/x} is the only list of sequents. Then, the provability of the original
fonnula is equivalent to the provability of "y/x = z/x" under the two premises "x *
0" and "y = z".

(2) Given the fonnula "if x > y, then if y > z then x > z", then {x > y, Y > z ~ x
> z} is the only list of sequents.

(3) If a fonnula has the fonn "p ~ cl and c{, where p is an atomic fonnula or a
negation of an atomic fonnula, and c1 and c2 are atomic fonnulas, then {p ~ cI}
and {p ~ c2} are the lists of sequents.

(4) If a fonnula has the fonn "PJ or P2 ~ Cl or c2", where Xl and P2 are atomic
fonnulas or negations of atomIC fonnulas, and c I and c2 are atomic fonnulas, then
{p1 ~ c I' P1 ~ c2} and {P2 ~ c l' P2 ~ c2} are the corresponding lists of
sequents.

Let's fix one sequent Pl, ... ,Pn ~ c. In the rest of the steps, we describe how to prove c
from Pl"."Pn.

Mt-2. Nonzero Terms and Positive Terms. We will generate three sets by using PI ,... ,Pn,
i.e. NONZEROS, POSITIVES, and NONNEGATIVES. NONZEROS is a set of nonzero
terms, POSITIVES is a set of positive tenns, and NONNEGATIVES is a set of nonnegative
tenns.

NONZEROS, POSITIVES, and NONNEGATIVES are defmed simultaneously as
follows: NONZEROSl, POSITIVES 1, and NONNEGATIVESI are used as intennediate sets.

(1) For any Pi (1 ~ i ~ n), if Pi has the fonn t l *- t2, then t l - t2 is in
NONZEROSl,

(2) For any Pi (1 ~ i ~ n), if Pi has the fonn t I > t2, then t 1 - t2 is in POSITIVES 1,

(3) For any Pi (1 ~ i ~ n), if Pi has the fonn t l 2 t2, then t l - t2 is in
NONNEGATIVESl,

(4) NONZEROS contains all tenns which denote nonzero real numbers,

(5) POSITIVES contains all tenns which denote positive real numbers,

(6) NONNEGATIVES contains all tenns which denote nonnegative real numbers,

(7) NONZEROS contains NONZEROSI and POSITIVES,

(8) POSITIVES contains POSITIVESI,

(9) NONNEGATIVES contains NONNEGATIVESI and POSITIVES,

(10) ift is in NONZEROS, then -t, 1ft, t2, I/t2 are in NONZEROS,

(11) if t is in NONZEROS, then t2, l/t2 are in POSITIVES,
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(12) if t is in POSITIVES, then l/t is in POSITIVES,

(13) if t 1 and t2 are in NONZEROS, then t 1 + t2 is in NONZEROS,

(14) ift 1 + t2 is in NONZEROS, then t 1 and t2 are in NONZEROS,

(15) if t 1 and t2 are in POSITIVES, then t 1 + t2, t 1 + t2 are in POSITIVES,

(16) if t 1 and t2 are in NONNEGATIVES, then t 1 + t2, t 1 + t2 are m
NONNEGATIVES.

Ml-3. The Existence of Terms. By using NONZEROS, we check whether all terms in
the sequent are well defined, namely, whether there are no zero terms in the denominators in the
quotient terms occurring in the sequent.

. For example, let's consider the sequent "y '* 0, x = y --+ x/y = 1." "y" is the only term
occurring in the denominator of some term in the sequent. Since "y '* 0" is one of the premises
of the sequent, NONZEROS contains "y". Hence, all denominators in the sequent are not zero.
Thus all terms in the sequent are well defined.

Ml-4. Major Premises. We define a set of formulas MPS, and call each member as a
major premise. The intention of MPS is the following: we expect to fmd a formula p in MPS
such that c is provable from p by applying algebraic operations (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division) to both sides of the equality or the inequality, appearing in p.

MPS is generated as follows: We use a subset MPS 1 of MPS as an intermediate set.

(I) For any Pi (1 s: i s: n), if the outmost connective of Pi is the same as the one of c,
then Pi is m MPSl,

(2) Any member in MPS I is in MPS,

(3) If t 1 = t2 and t3 = t4 are in MPSl, then t 1 + t3 = t2 + t4 is in MPS,

(4) If t l < t2 and t3 < t4 are in MPSl, then t 1 + t3 < t2 + t4 is in MPS.

(5) If t 1 s: t2 and t3 s: t4 are in MPSl, then t 1 + t3 s: t2 + t4 is in MPS.

MPS satisfies a simple but very important property: Any formula of MPS is provable
from Pl,. .. ,Pn' Hence if we prove c from one member of MPS, c is also provable from Pl, ... ,Pn'

Also, it is easy to see that MPS is finite. MPS might be empty. For example, MPS for
"--+ x = x" or "x '* a --+ x/x = 1" is empty. Other examples of MPS are the following:

(1) Let's consider a sequent "z '* 0, x = y --+ x/z = y/z". MPS consists of x = y.

(2) Let's consider a sequent "z > 0, x > y --+ x + z > y + z". MPS consists of z > 0,
x > y, and z + x > a + y.

Ml-5. Proof of" --+ e" or "p --+ e". The rest of the steps go as follows:

(1) Try to prove c without any premise.
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(2) If c is not provable by (1), then try to prove c from one member p in MPS, until p
which proves c is found or all members in MPS are used up.

Ml-5-l and Ml-5-2 explain how to prove c without a major premise, and how to prove
c from a major premise in MPS, respectively.

Ml-5-1. The case where a major premise does not exist. In this case, calculate t l - t2 by
REDUCE, and check whether the result is zero, positive, or nonnegative. If the result is zero, we
are able to conclude t 1 = t2. If the result is positive, we are able to conclude t 1 > t2. If the
result is nonnegative, we are able to conclude t l ~ t 2.

Ml-5-2. The case where a major premise exists. This is done according to the following
mathematical facts:

Ift3 - t4 = A'" (t 1 - t2) and A is well defmed, then t 1 = t2 ~ t3 = t4.

If t3 - t4 = A '" (t 1 - t2) and A > 0, then t l > t2 ~ t3 > t4,

If t3 - t4 = A '" (t 1 - t2) and A ~ 0, then t 1 ~ t2 ~ t3 ~ t4·

So the problem is reduced to fmd A and to check the existence, the positivity, or the
nonnegativity of A.

M 1-5-2-1. In order to find A, calculate (t3 - t4)/(t 1 - t2), using REDUCE.

MI-5-2-2. In order to prove the existence, the positivity, or the nonnegativity of A, we
use NONZEROS, POSITIVES, or NONNEGATIVES in Ml-2.

~xamples

(1) y = z ~ y/x = z/x, and x is in NONZEROS.
REDUCE gives (y/x - z/x)/(y - z) = l/x.
So (y/x - z/x) = l/x '" (y - z).
Since x is in NONZEROS, l/x exists.
Hence, y = z ~ y/x = z/x.

(2) x > y ~ x"'z > y"'z, and z is in POSITIVES.
REDUCE gives (x"'z - y"'z)/(x - y) = z.
So x"'z - y"'z = z"'(x - y).
Since z is in POSITIVES, we can conclude x > y ~ x"'z > y"'z.

(3) x ~ y ~ x + z ~ z + y.
REDUCE gives (x + z) - (z + y)/(x - y) = 1.
So (x + z) - (z + y) = 1 '" (x - y).
Since 1 is not negative, x ~ y ~ x + z ~ z + y.
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Theoretical Background

The following theorem explains why M 1 works for many examples.

Theorem: Let's assume we have t l = t2 as a premise, and we obtain t3
applying a sequence of the following algebraic operations:

(a) If sl = s2 ' then sl + s = s2 + s.
(b) If s1 = s2 ' then s1 - s = s2 - s.
(c) If sl = s2 ' then sl * s = s2 * s.
(d) If sl = s2 ' then sl / s = s2 / s for nonzero s.

Then the result of computing (t3 - t4)/(t l - t2) is of the form sl * * sn /u l * ... * urn where sl'
s2 ' ... , sn are terms s used in the operation (c) and ul ' u2' , urn are terms s used in the
operation (d). No terms used in (a) or (b) occur in the result.

The theorem is easily proved by induction. Usually, ul '''''~]ll in the theorem are in
NONZEROS. Hence we can conclude t3 = t4 from t l = t 2. A similar theorem is valid if we
replace = by < or by s:.

The Description of M2

We use the formula-transformations described below, in order to prove a theorem whose
proof requires an essential manipulation of the absolute value function. The purpose of the
transformations is to eliminate the absolute value function or to transform the forms of terms to
somewhat simpler forms.

M2 is described as follows: first apply the step M I-I. Then apply the transformations
described below on each formula in a sequent Pl, ... ,Pn -+ c, until all possible transformations are
applied. This means that we apply a sequence of transformations Trl, ... ,Trm on each formula fm
in a sequent until no transformation is applicable on Trm (... (Trl(fm))...). Then follow MI-2,
MI-3, MI-4 and MI-5. In many cases, we have to apply Ml-l again because many
transformations increase the logical complexity of the formulas.

The following property is crucial: let Pl,... ,Pn -+ c be a sequent and Pl', ... ,Pn' -+ c' be
the transformed sequent. Then if Pl', ... ,Pn' -+ c' is provable, then so is PI ,... ,Pn -+ c.

Transformations

Finally we describe the transformations. Transformations are divided into three classes:

Tl. Transformations to be used both for premises and for conclusions. In this class, if
fml => fm2 is a transformation, then the equivalence between fml and fm2 is provable in
OFA.
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Tl-2. Itmll = Itm2 1 => tml = tm2 or tml = -tm2

Tl-3. Itmll = tm2 => tm2 ~ 0 and Itmll = \tm2 1

Tl-4. tml = Itm2 1 => tml ~ 0 and Itmll = Itm2 1

Tl-5. Itmll = Itm2 1 * \ tm3 1 => \tmll = Itm2 * tm31

Tl-6. Itmll = Itm2 1 / Itm3 1 => Itmll = Itm2 / tm31

Tl-7. Itmll :s; tm2 => tml :s; tm2 and -tml
:s; tm2

Tl-8. tml :s; Itm2 1 => tml
:s; tm2 or tml :s; -tm2

Tl-9. Itmll < tm2 => tml < tm2 and -tml < tm2

Tl-1O. tml < I tm2 1 => tml < tm2 or tml < -tm2

Remark: TI-3 and TI-4 are both needed since we do not have symmetry of =.

T2. Transformations to be used only for conclusions. In this class, if fm l => fmZ is
a transformation, then the proposition "fm2 implies fmt" is provable In OFA. Thus, 1t is
sufficient (but not necessary) to prove fm2 in order to conc ude fml'

T2-l. Itmll + \ tm2 1 ~ I tm3 1 => tml + tm2 = tm3
or tml + tm2 = -tm3
or tml + (-tm2) = tm3
or tml + (-tm2) = -tm3

T3. Transformations to be used only for premises. In this class, if fm l => fm2 1S a
transformation, then the proposition "fm I implies fm2" is provable in 0 FA.

Example Let's transform Ix - yl ~ Ixl - Iyl (call it fml)' assuming it occurs in the
conclusion of a sequent. rirst, TI-I transforms fml to Ix - yl + Iyl ~ Ixl (call it fm2)' Then
T2-1 transforms fm to (x - y) + y = x or (x - y) + y = -x or (x - y) + (-y) = x or (x - y) +
(-y) = (-x) (call it tm3)' TI-I preserves the provability of fml and fm2' i.e., fml is provable if
and only if fm~ is provable. By T2-1, the provability of fm2 is reduced to the provability of fm3'
Hence, the entrre transformation reduces the provability of fml to the provability offm3' That 1S
that it is sufficient to prove fm3 in order to conclude fm I'
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The Description of M3.

M3 checks whether a formula FM is provable or not, calling VERIFY with FM and the
axioms of OS as its arguments.

Remark: VERIFY is a re~olution theorem prover in the interactive theorem prover for
set theory. It takes two arguments: one is a formula FM, and the other is a set of formulas
SFMS. FM is a conclusion, and SFMS is a set of premises. Verify checks whether FM is
provable from SFMS.

FM is provable by M3 iff FM is provable from the axioms of OS by VERIFY.

6.3 The Program

This is the first version of the implementation of the theory described in section 6.2.
The program is written in PSL. It is still preliminary; we are planing to modify and polish it.
Since the implementation is almost parallel to the theory, we omit its detail. Instead, we give two
examples. At the end of this section, we present data on the time used in proving the theorems
listed in the appendix.

Example 1. Theorem 33 If x i= 0 and x*y = f then y = fIx

The formula in the theorem is represented as FM.

FM = (arrow (andsgn (negsgn (equal x 0)) (equal (times x y) 1) )
(equal y (quotient 1 x)) ))

First, the function called "split" is applied on FM. The function "split" produces a list of lists of
sequents; a sequent consists of a conclusion and a list of premises. In this case, the list consists of
one list which contains a single sequent SEQ.

SEQ = ((equal y (quotient 1 x))

((negsgn (equal x 0)) (equal (times x y) 1)) )

The rest of the program tries to prove SEQ. SEQ is separated into CONCL and PREMS

CONCL = (equal y (quotient 1 x))

PREMS = ((negsgn (equal x 0)) (equal (times x y) 1)).

The functions called "get-nonzeros", "get-positives", and "get-nonnegatives" applied on PREMS
produce a list of nonzero terms NONZEROSI, a list of positive terms POSITIVESl, and a list of
nonnegative terms NONNEGATIVESI.

NONZEROSI
POSITIVESI
NONNEGATIVESI

= (x)

=()

=()
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By using NONZEROS (which is generated from NONZEROSI in MI-2--of course,
NONZEROS in the actual program is a predicate rather than a set.), the function called
"is-term-well-defmed?" checks whether the terms in the sequent are defmed or not, namely it
checks if the denominators in the terms are not zero. In this case, the only concern is x occurring
in (quotient I x). However, since x is in NONZEROSI, (quotient I x) is well defmed.

Looking at the main connective of CONCL, the program decides which one it should
choose as a major premise. Since = is the main connective in CONCL in this case, the program
chooses MPREM as a major premise.

MPREM = (equal (times x y) 1)

From CONCL and MPREM, the program forms the following algebraic term:

AT = (quotient (difference y (quotient 1 x))
(difference (times x y) 1) )

The program calls REDUCE to simplify AT. The result is

SAT = (quotient 1 x)

The program checks whether SAT is well defmed or not, as described before, again usmg
NONZEROS. In this case, SAT is well defmed.

The program concludes that the original formula FM is provable.

Q.E.D.

Example 2. Theorem 83 Ix - YI ~ Ixl + lyl

The theorem is represented as FM.

FM = (geq (plus (abs x) (abs y)) (abs (difference x y))))

After applying "split", the program tries to prove SEQ.

SEQ = ((geq (plus (abs x) (abs y)) (abs (difference x y))) () )

Since there are no premises in SEQ, the program has to prove the conclusion CONCL of SEQ
without any information.

CONCL = (geq (plus (abs x) (abs y)) (abs (plus x y)) )

Since no premises are available,

NONZEROS1 = ()
POSITIVES1 = ()
NONNEGATIVES1 = ()

Fortunately, since CONCL contains no division, all terms in CONCL exist.
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Besides the extension of the system stated above, we need further devices in order to
extend the set theory theorem prover to elementary analysis. One of them is mathematical
induction. The following is a usage of mathematical induction:

Theorem: For a positive integer n, dxn/dx = n*x(n-l)

Proof. Since dx1/dx = dx/dx = 1 = 1*x(l-l), the theorem is valid for n = 1.

Assume that the theorem is true for n = m, namely, dxm/dx = m*x(m-l). Then

dx(m + l)/dx = d(xm*x)/dx
= dxm/dx * x + xm * dx/dx
= m*x(m-l) *x + xm = (m + l)*x«m+l)-l).

Thus the theorem is true for n = m + 1. Hence, by mathematical induction, the
theorem is true for all n > o.

Q.E.D

Mathematical induction can be formulated and proved in the set theory theorem prover.
However, what we need in the context of elementary analysis is mathematical induction as a
single inference rule, not as a derived rule or as a theorem.

Furthermore, we need to implement some devices so that we can manipulate functionals
and operators such as Limit, Of, etc. The development of these devices will be pursued in the
future.

6.5 Appendix. List of Elementary Algebraic Theorems Proved Using REDUCE

Theorem 1 o + x = x

Theorem 2 (-x) + x = 0

Theorem 3 x - x = 0

Theorem 4 0 - x = -x

Theorem 5 0 = -0

Theorem 6 x - o = x

Theorem 7 if x + y = x + z, then y = z

Theorem 8 if x + y = z then x = z - y
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Theorem 9

Theorem 10

Theorem 11

Theorem 12

Theorem 13

Theorem 14

Theorem 15

Theorem 16

Theorem 17

Theorem 18

Theorem 19

Theorem 20

Theorem 21

Theorem 22

Theorem 23

Theorem 25

Theorem 26

Theorem 27

Theorem 28

Theorem 29

Theorem 30

Theorem 31

Theorem 32

Theorem 33

if x = z - y then x + y = z

if x + Y = 0 then x = -y

if x = -y then x + y = 0

if x + Y = x then y = 0

-(-x) = x

(-(x + y)) + y = -x

-(x + y) = (-x) - y

(-x) - y = (-y) - x

-(x - y) = y - x

(x - y) - z = x + ((-y) - z)

(x - y) - z = x - (y + z)

x + (y - x) = y

x - (y + x) = (-y)

(x - y) + (y - z) = x - z

l*x = x

1/1 = 1

x/1 = x

if x ~ 0 then x/x = 1

if Y ~ 0, then (if x/y = z, then x = z*y)

(y+z)*x = (y*x)+(z*x)

x*O = 0

if x ~ o then l/x ~ 0

if x ~ 0 then O/x = 0

if x ~ 0 and x*y = 1 then y = l/x
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Theorem 34

Theorem 35

Theorem 36

Theorem 37

Theorem 38

Theorem 39

Theorem 40

Theorem 41

Theorem 42

Theorem 43

Theorem 44

Theorem 45

Theorem 46

Theorem 47

Theorem 48

Theorem 49

Theorem 50

Theorem 51

Theorem 52

Theorem 53

Theorem 54

Theorem 55

Theorem 56

if x t 0 and x*y = x then y = 1

if Y t 0 then (x/y)*z = (x*z)/y

if y t 0 then (x/y)*z = (z/y)*x

if y t 0 and u t 0 then (x/y)*(z/u) = (z/y)*(x/u)

if y t 0 and x t 0 then (x/y)*(y/x) = 1

if x t 0 and x*y = x*z then y = z

if x t 0 and x*y = 0 then y = 0

if x*y t 0 then x t 0 and y t 0

if x t 0 and y t 0 then x*y t 0

if x*y t 0 then y/(x*y) = 1/x

if x t 0 and y t 0 then (z*y)/(x*y) = z/x

if Y t 0 and (u t 0 and x/y = z/u) then x*u = z*y

if Y t 0 and x = y*z then x/y = z

x*(-l) = -x

x*(-y) = -(x*y)

(-x)*(-y) = x*y

not x < x

if x = y then not x < y and not y < x

if x < y then x t y and not y < x

if x < 0 then 0 < -x

if 0 < -x, then x < 0

if x + y < x + z then y < z

if x < y then -y < -x
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Theorem 57 if -y < -x then x < y

Theorem 58 ifx + (-y) < x + (-z) then z < y

Theorem 59 ifz < y then x + (-y) < x + (-z)

Theorem 60 0<1

Theorem 61 if 0 < x then 0 < 1/x

Theorem 62 if x < 0 and y < z then x*z < x*y

Theorem 63 if 0 < x and x*y < x*z then y < z

Theorem 64 if x < 0 and x*y < x*z then z < y

Theorem 65 if x < 0 and (0 < y and 0 < z), then x*y < y*z

Theorem 66 if 0 < x and (y < 0 and z < 0), then x*y < y*z

Theorem 67 if x < 0 then 1/x < 0

Theorem 68 if 0 < x and x < 1, then 1 < 1/x.

Theorem 69 if y t- 0 and 0 < x/y then 0 < x*y

Theorem 70 if y t- 0 and 0 < x*y then 0 < x/y

Theorem 71 ifx ~ 0 then Ixl = x

Theorem 72 ifx ~ 0 then Ixl = -x

Theorem 73 Ixl = I-xl

Theorem 74 Ix2 1 = x2

Theorem 75 x ~ Ixl

Theorem 76 -Ixl ~ x

Theorem 77 Ix + yl = Iy + xl

Theorem 78 Ix * yl = Ixl * Iyl

Theorem 79 if y t- O then 11/yl = 1/1yl

Theorem 80 if y t- O then Ix/yl = Ixi/lyl
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Theorem 81

Theorem 82

Theorem 83

Theorem 84

Theorem 85

Theorem 86

Theorem 87

Theorem 88

Theorem 89

Theorem 90

Theorem 91

Theorem 92

Theorem 93

Theorem 94

Theorem 95

Theorem 96

Theorem 97

Theorem 98

Theorem 99

Theorem 100

Ix + yl ~ Ixl + Iyl

Ix + y + zl ~ Ixl + Iyl + Izi

Ix - yl ~ Ixl + Iyl

Ixl - Iyl ~ Ix - yl

Ilxl - Iyll ~ Ix - yl

Iy - zl ~ Ix - yl + Ix - zl

-y ~ x and x ~ y if and only if Ixl ~ y

If Ix - xol < e/2 and Iy - Yol < e/2,
then I(x + y) - (xO + yo)1 < e.

If Ix - xol < e/2 and Iy - Yol < e/2,
then I(x - y) - (xO - yo)1 < e.

If Ix - yl < c, then Ixl < c + Iyl

x2 + (a + b)*x + a*b = (x + a)*(x + b)

x2 - (a + b)*x + a*b = (x - a)*(x - b)

x3 - 3*x2*y + 3*x*y2 - y3 = (x _ y)3

x2 - y2 = (x + y)*(x - y)

x3 + y3 = (x + y)*(x2 - x*y + y2)

x3 - y3 = (x - y)*(x2 + x*y + y2)

x4 - y4 = (x - y)*(x3 + x2*y + x*y 2 + y3)

(a + b)*(c + d) = a*c + a*d + b*c + b*d

(a - b)*(c - d) = a*c - a*d - b*c + b*d
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